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The Bouligand structure, which is found in many biological materials, is a hierarchical 
architecture that features uniaxial fiber layers assembled periodically into a helicoidal 
pattern. Many studies have highlighted the high damage-resistant performance of 
Bouligand structures and its biomimetic materials. One of the outstanding species with 
the Bouligand structures is the smashing Mantis Shrimp, Odontodactylus Scyllarus, (or 
stomatopod) due to its capability of generating high speed, high acceleration blows using 
its raptorial appendage to defeat highly armored preys. The load-bearing part of this 
appendage, the dactyl club, contains an interior region, [16] which is mainly 
characterized by the Bouligand structure. This region is capable of developing a 
significant amount of nested twisting microcracks without exhibiting catastrophic failure. 
The development and propagation of these microcracks may be a source of energy 
dissipation and stress relaxation that ultimately contributes to the remarkable damage 




This study carries out a combined theoretical, experimental, and computational approach 
to investigate the mechanics and the fracture mechanism of the Bouligand structure. In 
particular, I study the propagation of a twisting crack that follows the helicoidal 
arrangement by following the fiber alignment. I carry out specific three-point bending 
experiments done on biomimetic composite materials and I employ finite element 
simulations with a 3D cohesive model to simulate the crack growing process. Our study 
reveals that crack twisting offers additional fracture resistant mechanisms in addition to 
increasing the effective area of crack growth. Moreover, I develop a theoretical model to 
provide additional insights into the local stress intensity factors at the crack front of 
twisting cracks that follows a Bouligand structure. Our results reveal that changes in local 
fracture mode at the crack front lead to reductions of the local strain energy release rate, 
hence, increasing the necessary applied energy release rate to propagate the crack and 
results in the increase in fracture resistance which is quantified by the local toughening 
factor. Ancillary 3D simulations of the asymptotic crack front field were carried out using 
a J-integral to validate the theoretical values of the energy release rate and the local stress 
intensity factors. Finally, I design biomimetic helicoidal composites for fiber-reinforced 
composite materials and perform three different experiments to investigate mechanical 
responses and performances under dynamic impact, quasi-static uniaxial, and quasi-static 
biaxial loading. The results show that the biomimetic helicoidal composite has 
remarkable damage resistance under all loading conditions. These findings provide a 
better understanding of the Bouligand structure which would be initial guidelines to 
designing composite materials for specific needs in the applications such as armor, 
automotive, and aerospace. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Biological Materials 
Biological materials have been widely studied for decades because of their extraordinary 
hierarchical structures and their remarkable properties, such as no trade-off between 
toughness and elastic modulus (Ashby et al., 1995, Fratzl et al., 2004, Espinosa et al., 
2009), and self-assembly and self-healing capability. The comparison of fracture 
toughness (ܭூ஼) and elastic modulus (ܧ) between the biological materials and engineering 
materials are plotted in Figure 1.1 which shows that biological materials can provide both 
high toughness and elastic modulus at the same time while the engineering materials 
cannot provide such performances without a trade-off.  
Many studies on the biological materials have revealed the remarkable performances of 
the biological materials. For example, Raabe et al., 2005 studied the structure and 
mechanical properties of the cuticle of Homarus americanus in which the important 
transitions in structure and mechanical properties have been found within and across the 
cuticle layers, i.e. epicuticle, exocuticle, and endocuticle. Then, Raabe et al., 2006 
revealed the crystallographic orientation distribution and the hierarchical microstructure 
in the exoskeleton of the Homarus americanus by using optical microscopy, electron 





Figure 1.1. Comparisons in mechanical performances (Toughness and Elasticity) between 
engineering materials and biological materials (Ashby et al., 1995, Fratzl et al., 2004, 
Espinosa et al., 2009) 
 
exoskeletons of Homarus americanus which revealed its complex microstructures in 
epicuticle, exocuticle, and endocuticle layers, as well as the pore canals and pore canals 
fibers. Moreover, Cheng et al., 2008 also analyzed Atlantic blue crab, Callinectes 
sapidus, by investigating the mechanical responses in the presence of pore canals fibers 
by using Classic Laminate Theory. They found that pore canals fibers can increase the 
transverse stiffness and fracture resistance of the bulk material. 
Many studies on the biological materials have revealed the remarkable performances of 
the biological materials. For example, Raabe et al., 2005 studied the structure and 
mechanical properties of the cuticle of Homarus americanus in which the important 
transitions in structure and mechanical properties have been found within and across the 
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cuticle layers, i.e. epicuticle, exocuticle, and endocuticle. Then, Raabe et al., 2006 
revealed the crystallographic orientation distribution and the hierarchical microstructure 
in the exoskeleton of the Homarus americanus by using optical microscopy, electron 
microscopy, and X-ray. In 2008, Cheng et al., 2008 carried out the image analyses of the 
exoskeletons of Homarus americanus which revealed its complex microstructures in 
epicuticle, exocuticle, and endocuticle layers, as well as the pore canals and pore canals 
fibers. Moreover, Cheng et al., 2008 also analyzed Atlantic blue crab, Callinectes 
sapidus, by investigating the mechanical responses in the presence of pore canals fibers 
by using Classic Laminate Theory. They found that pore canals fibers can increase the 
transverse stiffness and fracture resistance of the bulk material. 
The mechanical responses of the biological materials were experimentally investigated by 
many studies. In 2006, the nanoindentation experiments were performed on the cuticle of 
American lobster, Homarus americanus, by Sachs et al., 2006a, to measure its hardness 
and other elastic properties where the cuticle was found to be highly anisotropic. Then, 
Sachs et al., 2006b, analyzed elastic-plastic responses of the endocuticle of Homarus 
americanus by performing tensile experiments with the strain fields being observed by 
Digital Image Correlation (DIC) tool. In 2010, Nikolov et al., 2010, carried out both 
experiments and computational modeling on American lobster’s cuticle. In this study, the 
nano-, micro-, and meso-scales of the cuticle structures were observed experimentally 
and computationally. The anisotropic moduli of elasticity of the multi-scale structures 
were predicted from the simulations. The dominant factors affecting the cuticle stiffness 
which are the mineral content, microstructure in the mineral-protein matrix, and the in-
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plane area fraction of pore canals were revealed. Then, Nikolov et al., 2011 carried out 
the investigation on the properties variations in the simulations of the American lobster’s 
cuticle when the designing parameters were varied. The study parameters were the elastic 
properties of the constituents in the cuticle and their volume fractions. The results showed 
that nature creates the most optimum use of structure and performances. 
One hierarchical structure that is found in many biological materials is the Bouligand 
structure (Bouligand, 1972), i.e. periodic helicoidally-stacked arrangement of uniaxial 
chitin-protein nanofiber layers. Some examples of biological materials that have 
Bouligand structures include fish scales (Bruet et al., 2008, Zimmermann et al., 2013), 
the exoskeleton of arthropods such as beetles (Chen et al., 2006, Jewell et al., 2007, 
Cheng et al., 2009, Campos-Fernández et al., 2011, Libby et al., 2014), crabs (Bobelmann 
et al., 2007, Chen et al., 2008, Cheng et al., 2008) and lobsters (Raabe et al., 2005, Raabe 
et al., 2006, Sachs et al., 2006a, Sachs et al., 2006b, Bobelmann et al., 2007, Cheng et al., 
2008, Fabritius et al., 2009, Sachs et al., 2008, Al-Sawalmih et al., 2008, Nikolov et al., 
2010), and the dactyl club of smashing-type mantis shrimps [16]. Biomimetic Bouligand 
composites have been previously studied experimentally and computationally (Raabe et 
al., 2005, Apichattrabrut and Ravi-Chandar, 2006, Cheng et al., 2011, Barthelat and 
Mirkhalaf, 2013, Grunenfelder et al., 2014a, Grunenfelder et al., 2014b, Escobar de 
Obaldia et al., 2015, Wang and Walther, 2015, Martin et al., 2015, Gu et al., 2016, Shang 




In this study, the focus is on the smashing mantis shrimp, Odontodactylus Scyllarus, as 
shown in Figure 1.2. Most impressive is the ability of the mantis shrimp’s dactyl 
appendages to endure such tremendous accelerations, velocities, forces. (Patek et al., 
2005, Weaver et al., 2012, Amini et al., 2015). This makes them attractive for 
applications such as armor and energy absorption. The appendages of the smashing 
mantis shrimp have been an important focus of research during the last two decades for 
their damage-resistance and excellent mechanical properties (Patek and Caldwell, 2005, 
Weaver et al., 2012). Thus, understanding the structure-property relationships in this 
extremely strong biological structure would provide critical insights into the development 
of the high-damage resistant and multifunctional biomimetic materials. 
 
 
Figure 1.2. Smashing mantis shrimp, Odontodactylus Scyllarus, and its components. 






The stomatopods (or mantis shrimp) are a group of highly aggressive marine crustaceans 
which can be categorized into two classes based on their raptorial appendage (Currey et 
al., 1982, Full et al., 1989, Patek and Caldwell, 2005, Weaver et al., 2012) which are the 
smashers and the spearers. The smashing stomatopod, Odontodactylus Scyllarus, shown 
in Figure 1.3a, is the focus of this study due to the capability of the dactyl club locating in 
the raptorial appendage (Figure 1.3b) that can endure the tremendous impact forces (0.4-
1.5 kN) produced by the incredibly high speeds (up to 23 m/s) and accelerations (up to 
104 m/s2) smashing blows (Patek et al., 2004, Patek and Caldwell, 2005) without having 
catastrophic damage (Full et al., 1989, Patek and Caldwell, 2005, Weaver et al., 2012). 
The dactyl club (Figure 1.3b) has been the focus of several recent studies because of its 
remarkable damage resistant properties despite the significant forces generated by each 
one of the thousand impacts imparted by a dactyl club between molting events (Weaver 
et al., 2012, Grunenfelder et al, 2014a, Grunenfelder et al., 2014b, Amini et al., 2015, 
Guarín-Zapata et al., 2015, Naleway et al., 2016). This has stimulated questions about the 
underlying mechanisms that contribute to the ability of the dactyl club to tolerate high 
stress waves considering that its basic building blocks are mainly composed of weak and 
soft organic material and brittle minerals and results in an ultra-strong organic-inorganic 





                               (a)                                                                                 (b)  
     
                      (c)                                                (d)                                              (e)            
Figure 1.3. (a) Photograph of Odontodactylus Scyllarus and its raptorial appendage 
showing the location of dactyl club (adopted from Patek et al., 2005). (b) 3D model of the 
dactyl club reconstructed from a CT-scanning image showing transverse and coronal 
sections. (c) Schematic image of a transverse section of the dactyl club in which I is 
impact region, II is periodic region, and III is striated region. (d) SEM image of the 
fractured surface of the periodic region (adopted from Grunenfelder et al., 2014). (e) 3D 
schematic illustration of Bouligand structure in the periodic region of the dactyl club. 
 
The dactyl club is comprised of three main regions (Weaver et al., 2012); impact region, 
periodic region, and striated regions showing as section (I), (II), and (III), respectively, in 
Figure 1.3c. The periodic region is found to be at which the high-stress concentration is 
located (Weaver et al., 2012). Additionally, the periodic region is found to be under a 
biaxial state of stress (Weaver et al., 2012). The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
image of the transverse cross-section of the fractured surface in the periodic region 
(shown in Figure 1.3d), reveals the helically-stacked arrangement of uniaxial chitin-
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protein nanofibers layers resembling periodically (Weaver et al., 2012, Grunenfelder et 
al., 2014b). This helicoidal architecture was described as Bouligand structure (Bouligand, 
1972). Figure 1.3e shows the schematic illustration of a helicoidal arrangement of 
unidirectional fiber layers as the Bouligand geometry. 
Weaver et al., 2012, carried out detailed stress analysis of the impact event of these dactyl 
clubs and revealed the presence of relatively high stresses in the periodic and impact 
regions of the dactyl club. They also uncovered the presence of multiple nested 
microcracks that developed between fibers that hinder catastrophic failure. These 
microcracks are clearly visible as white lines in the charge contrast secondary electron 
SEM image of the coronal section (see Figure 1.3b) of the periodic region in Figure 1.4a. 
In fact, this is evidence that the cracks are essentially growing between the fibers, and not 
through the fibers. As a consequence of the arrangement of the fibers, cracks are then 
forced to follow helicoidal paths such as the one illustrated in Figure 1.4b. Weaver et al., 
2012, proved that point by showing that the pattern observed in Figure 1.4a coincides 
with the orientation of the fibers on the coronal section plane. This is illustrated in the 
schematics of Figure 1.4c where the Bouligand structure within a dactyl club model is 
displayed. Considering that the actual Bouligand structure in the dactyl club follows the 
curvature of the surface of the dactyl club, the intersection of the twisting cracks with the 
coronal plane lead to a similar pattern of microcracks as that shown in Figure 1.4a. This 




        
                                               (a)                                                     (b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 1.4. (a) Charge contrast SEM image of a coronal section of the dactyl club 
showing twisting cracks (adopted from Weaver et al., 2012). (b) 3D schematic model of 
twisting crack occurred in helicoidal architecture. (c) Schematic illustration of Bouligand 
structure within the stomatopod dactyl club and its coronal cross-section view showing 
the same fracture pattern as in nature (a). 
 
The mechanical behavior and failure mechanisms of the Bouligand structure were 
experimentally and computationally investigated on its biomimetic structure, namely 
helicoidal composite, by Apichattrabrut and Ravi-Chandar, 2006, where the helicoidal 
composites were made of a carbon fiber/epoxy composite material. The helicoidal 
composites were subjected to tensile, bending, and impact loads. They found that cracks 
growing in the matrix of the helicoidal composite specimens followed the fiber 
orientations and also lead to the formation of twisted cracks. Additionally, the 
experiments and simulations of the helicoidal composite specimens showed higher 
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damage resistance, energy absorption, and penetration resistance in comparison with 
unidirectional and ±45º-composites. Cheng et al., 2011, also studied the mechanical 
responses of the bio-inspired helicoidal structures by performing flexural tests on 
helicoidal composite samples made of a glass fiber/epoxy composite material. They 
found that the samples with helicoidal structure show improvement in damage resistance 
behavior over the [0/±45/90]S structure. Grunenfelder et al., 2014, found a similar 
improvement in the helicoidal composite panels subjected to drop tower tests on 
helicoidal composite panels made of a carbon fiber IM7/5320-1 epoxy composite 
material. The study showed that the helicoidal composite panels exhibit higher 
penetration resistance with wider-spread energy dissipation in comparison with the 




1.3 Objectives and goals 
Many biological materials have been revealed to be high performance material without 
any trade-off as shown in Figure 1.1. Nevertheless, there is still no explanation on how 
the biological materials can achieve high performance in one aspect without trading off in 
another. Acquiring more insights of the mechanics of these biological materials would 
help our fundamental understanding of the structure-function relationships which could 
eventually lead to the development of high-performance and multifunctional biomimetic 
composite for many applications. Therefore, the ultimate aim of this area of research is to 
understand the structure-function relationship in the biological material. 
For the Bouligand structure, the function of the Bouligand structure as a high damage 
resistant material was revealed but, nevertheless, the mechanism behind the high damage 
resistance is still unknown. This leads to one of the goals that is to reveal the mechanism 
that improves the damage resistance in the Bouligand structure. 
Moreover, I believe that there are many features in the Bouligand structure which are yet 
to be discovered. Therefore, another goal of this study is to acquire new knowledge on 
the Bouligand structure. 
Finally, I would like to design a biomimetic material that can provide the damage 
resistance as in the Bouligand structure which can be used for applications where the 





This study hypothesizes that twisting crack that takes place in naturally-occurring 
Bouligand structure is the key mechanism that helps improve damage resistance. In 
particular, I hypothesize that the twisting crack occurring in the weak interface evolved 
by nature helps prevent crack initiation and further crack growth by increasing fracture 
resistance in addition to allowing deformation, stress alleviation, and micro-cracks in the 
material. While the mechanism of a twisting crack growing in the helicoidal architecture 
certainly amplifies crack surface per unit volume, therefore improving energy dissipation 
and stress relaxation in the dactyl club without leading to catastrophic failure, this study 
hypothesizes that crack twisting itself could have an effect on the values of local stress 
intensity factor with respect to the applied load, therefore minimizing the energy release 
rate and resulting in high fracture resistance.  
The main objectives of this study are the followings: First, I would like to get a better 
understanding of the mechanics and the fracture behaviors of the Bouligand structure. 
Second, I would like to analyze the hypotheses that the twisting crack is the damage 
resistance mechanism in the Bouligand structure by increasing the fracture resistance in 
the material and the mechanism behind such increase of the fracture resistance is the 
changes of the local fracture behaviors at the twisting crack front.  
In this study, I examine an idealized Bouligand structure where the fiber diameter, fiber 
spacing, and the rotation of fiber layers are constant throughout the structure as illustrated 
in Figure 1.3e. While this is most likely not the case for naturally-occurring Bouligand 
structures, studying the idealized Bouligand structure would be a first step towards 
understanding fracture resistance mechanisms in Bouligand structures. The idealized 
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Bouligand structure is used as a guideline for designing a helicoidal composite prototype 
which is used for all analyses in this study. Based on our hypothesis, this study mainly 
focuses on the fracture mechanics of the helicoidal composite. A unidirectional 
composite is used as a baseline for comparisons and analyses. Since the unidirectional 
composite is highly anisotropic, the direction of applied load greatly affects the overall 
mechanical and fracture behaviors. In this study, I examine the worst case scenario of the 
unidirectional composite where the applied load is transverse to the fiber direction. Even 
though having the load parallel to the fiber direction provides the highest strength for the 
unidirectional composite, this case does not always happen in real-life applications. 
Therefore, I design experiments that all composites are at its worst condition by putting a 
notch having its front align with the fiber direction which is the easiest way for the crack 
to initiate and grow. Based on this condition, several approaches are carried out to 
achieve the objectives in this study which are summarized as follows: 
- Using theoretical approach to describe and quantify the fracture mechanism of the 
twisting crack found in the Bouligand structure (Chapter 2)  
- Designing a helicoidal composite prototype following the design of the Bouligand 
composites and performing experiments under quasi-static uniaxial loading condition 
to investigate its mechanics and fracture behaviors (Chapter 3)  
- Performing experiments on a newly designed experiment, namely pre-defined 
interface experiment, to further investigate fracture resistance in the helicoidal 
composites by looking at the twisting crack that actually occurred in the experiments 
on the helicoidal composites under uniaxial loading condition (Chapter 4) 
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- Performing finite element simulations with cohesive zone model on the pre-defined 
interface experiments to get more insights on the twisting crack propagation occurred 
in the biomimetic Bouligand structure (Chapter 5) 
- Designing a biomimetic material based on the design of the Bouligand structure from 
carbon fiber/epoxy composite materials and performing tests under impact loading, 
quasi-static uniaxial loading, and quasi-static biaxial loading to investigate its 
performances compared with industrial composite structure, i.e. unidirectional and 





CHAPTER 2.  THEORETICAL ANALYSIS ON TWISTING CRACKS IN 
BOULIGAND STRUCTURES  
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, I investigate the nature of the twisting crack in the Bouligand composite 
structures inspired from the arthropods cuticles (e.g., such as those found in the 
stomatopod dactyl club) employing elements of fracture mechanics. The twisting crack in 
this study is assumed to occur in an idealized Bouligand structure where the fiber 
diameter, fiber layer orientation, and fiber spacing are constant throughout the structure. 
This is simplified into a twisting crack occurred in an isotropic material. I then employ 
classical linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) in the sense that I assume that the 
fracture process zone is sufficiently small to neglect its influence on the stress intensity 
factor at the crack front. While this is most likely not the case for the naturally-occurring 
Bouligand structure, I present an analytical model that will help us to analyze a twisting 
crack as a first step towards understanding fracture resistance mechanisms in Bouligand 
structures. The objective of this analytical model is to describe the local stress intensity 
factors at the crack front of a twisting crack as a function of the remote applied loads, 
twisted angle of the crack, and the position on the crack front. In particular, the remote 





the crack front is represented as an effective kinked angle. Subsequently, the expression 
of the local stress intensity factors can lead us to closed-form solutions for the energy 
release rate of the twisting crack. In addition, I carry out a study on the twisting where the 
loading is dominated by mode I in which our analytical model is validated. Furthermore, 
the study on pure mode I loading can help provide initial quantitative guidelines for more 
complex problems in twisting cracks occurred in the Bouligand structures. 
The outline of this chapter is as follows: I first present the development of the analytical 
model by defining the mathematical descriptors and main characteristics of a continuous 
twisting crack in Section 2.2. The new local coordinate system in the twisting crack is 
proposed for the derivation of local stress intensity factor solution in Section 2.2.1. 
Additionally, Section 2.2.1 relates the proposed local coordinate system to the fracture 
mechanics in the continuous twisting crack. The derivation of the analytical model of the 
solution to the local stress intensity factor is explained in section 2.2.2. The model is then 
applied to a specific problem where the applied load is predominantly mode I under plane 
strain condition in Section 2.3. Under such circumstances, the range of validity and 
accuracy of the solution are examined by finite element simulations and J-integral 
analysis. Furthermore, Section 2.3 discusses and analyzes the model and the results from 





2.2 Twisting cracks 
Figure 2.1a depicts a twisting crack growing in a repeating unit cell of the Bouligand 
structure. The Bouligand structure can be characterized by its two main parameters: The 
pitch angle (ߛ) and the interlayer spacing (݀). In particular, ݀ is the distance between 
adjacent layers of unidirectional fibers as shown in Figure 2.1a and ߛ is the angle 
difference between orientations of adjacent layers as shown in Figure 2.1b. In this work, 
the geometry of this unit cell is assumed to be periodic in the direction of the growing 
crack with constant values of ߛ and ݀. The fracture problem is then defined as a growing 
crack in a Bouligand structure with the following characteristics: (1) The initial crack is a 
semi finite flat plane perpendicular to the layers, (2) the initial crack front is a straight 
line parallel to the fibers and (3) the crack grows following the alignment of the fibers. 
This means that the crack twists in such way that the crack front is always a straight line 
and parallel to the fibers (Figure 2.1a). This continuous twisting crack is defined as a 
twisting surface with a straight crack front as showing in Figure 2.1c. I would like to note 
that cracks growing in these structures do not always have straight crack fronts; however, 
the purpose of this work is to develop the model that can be extended to other crack front 
shapes.  
A global coordinate system (ܺ,ܻ,ܼ) of the domain is defined with the origin located at 
the middle of the initial flat crack front, ܺ-axis being the twisting axis, i.e. axis about 
which the twisting crack front rotates, and ܻ-axis and ܼ-axis oriented along and 






(a)                                                                    (c) 
Figure 2.1 (a) Schematic illustration of a twisting crack behind an initial flat crack in the 
Bouligand structure in this study with interlayer spacing ݀ (distance between adjacent 
fiber layers) and (b) pitch angle ߛ (difference in orientation of adjacent fiber layers). (c) 
The twisting crack is represented by a twisting surface with ݀߶ ݀ܺ⁄ = ߛ ݀⁄ = constant 
and is mathematically defined by Equation 2.2. 
 
Consequently, the mathematical representation of the twisting crack can be written in the 
following form: 
  ܻ = −ܼ ∙ tan ቀܺ ௗథ
ௗ௑
ቁ       (2.1) 
Where ߶ is the twisted angle defined as the relative orientations of the straight crack front 
and the initial flat crack front as shown in Figure 2.1c. ݀߶ ݀ܺ⁄  is the rate of change of the 
twisted angle with respect to the position of the crack front along the ܺ-axis. As the 
continuous twisting crack follows the fiber orientations in the Bouligand structure, 
݀߶ ݀ܺ⁄  is directly related to the Bouligand structure by ߛ and ݀ such that ݀߶ ݀ܺ⁄ =
ߛ ݀⁄ = constant. Consequently, ߶ becomes a linear function of only position along the ܺ-









ቁ       (2.2) 
Crack deflection, kinking, tilting, twisting, and growing on specific paths, have been 
thoroughly studied by various fracture mechanics approaches. Most of them consist of 
determining the local stress intensity factors at the crack front in terms of the applied 
stress intensity factor (or a K-field). Early studies of fracture events such as crack 
propagation along straight (Westergaard, 1939, Sneddon, 1946, Williams, 1957, Irwin, 
1997) and kinked or tilted paths (Cotterell and Rice, 1980, Suresh, 1983, He and 
Hutchinson, 1989a) have provided the fundamental elements to study even more complex 
2D problems. One such example is the study of cracks growing in patterned paths, which 
were observed in both engineering (Xia et al., 2003, Xia et al., 2010, Ben-Artzy et al., 
2010, Song et al., 2011) and biological materials (Barthelat et al., 2007, Fratzl and 
Weinkamer, 2007, Fratzl et al., 2007, Fabritius et al., 2009, Dubey and Tomar, 2010, 
Launey et al., 2010, Dunlop et al., 2011, Li et al., 2012, Weaver et al., 2012). For 
instance, patterned interfaces have been shown to improve the toughening response of 
interfaces (Zavattieri et al., 2007, Zavattieri et al., 2008, Espinosa et al., 2009, Cordisco 
et al., 2012, Cordisco et al., 2014, Cordisco et al., 2016). However, in most cases, all 
these examples can be analyzed assuming plane strain/stress conditions. On the other 
hand, the study of twisting cracks requires three-dimensional models. For instance, Faber 
and Evans, 1983, introduced a theoretical framework to study a twisting crack growing in 
a linear elastic isotropic matrix between particles under uniaxial applied mode I loading 
using LEFM. In their study, the twisting crack was described based on the position and 




becomes a rotation of a plane around a global ܺ-axis by an angle ߶ respect to the 
orientation of the initial flat crack front with the assumption of straight crack front as 
shown in Figure 2.2. The global coordinate system of the domain (ܺ,ܻ,ܼ) and a local 
coordinate system at the twisting crack front (ݔ, ݕ, ݖ) were defined as shown Figure 2.2. 
Because the crack is considered as a rotated flat plane with straight crack front, the local 
system of coordinates (ݔ, ݕ, ݖ) remains identical at any positions along the front of the 
twisting crack. The local stress intensity factors are then obtained by transforming the 
local stress field of kinked crack (Cotterell and Rice, 1980) onto the twisted plane by a 
twisted angle of ߶, namely: 
 ݇ூᇱ = ൜cosଶ ቀఈଶቁ ቄ2ߥ sinଶ ߶ + cosଶ ቀఈଶቁ cosଶ ߶ ቂ1 + 2 sinଶ ቀఈଶቁቃቅൠܭூ  (2.3a) 
 ݇ூூᇱ = ቄ−2 sinଷ ቀఈଶቁ cosଷ ቀఈଶቁ cos߶ቅܭூ      (2.3b) 
 ݇ூூூᇱ = ൜−cosଶ ቀఈଶቁ sin߶ cos߶ ቄ2ߥ − cosଶ ቀఈଶቁ ቂ1 + 2 sinଶ ቀఈଶቁቃቅൠܭூ  (2.3c) 
 
 
Figure 2.2 Global (ܺ,ܻ,ܼ) and local (ݔ,ݕ, ݖ) system of coordinate employed for the 





Where ݇ூᇱ, ݇ூூᇱ , and ݇ூூூᇱ  denote the local stress intensity factors in mode I, II, and III, 
respectively. ܭூ denotes the global applied stress intensity factor in mode I. ߙ denotes the 
kinked angle which can be calculated directly from the distance from the center of 
twisting on the crack front along ܼ-axis as ߙ = tanିଵ(ܼ ∙ ݀߶ ݀ܺ⁄ ). Finally, ߥ denotes 
Poisson’s ratio. The twisting crack defined in the Faber & Evans model can be 
considered as a discontinuous twisting crack because of their definition of the local 
coordinate system being the same along the crack front and changing only with ߶ as 
illustrated in Figure 2.2. Consequently, the crack propagation direction of the twisting 
crack at every point along the crack front (defined by the local ݔ-axis) is the same across 
the crack front and it coincides with the ܺ-axis. Nevertheless, the twisting crack growing 
in a Bouligand structure was revealed as continuous twisting crack (Weaver et al., 2012) 
growing between fibers as schematically illustrated in Figure 2.1b which means the crack 
propagation direction along the crack front is not the same even though the crack front is 
assumed to be straight. This will be further explained in Section 2.1. Additionally, Faber 
& Evans denoted the y-axis to be the orientation of the local fracture mode I which 
becomes the same along the crack front. This definition of mode I may not be appropriate 
in the case of a continuous twisting crack. This is because the fracture mode I is 
necessarily perpendicular to the crack which can be referred to as a normal vector of the 
crack surface and the normal vectors on the continuous twisting crack surface is not the 
same at any location. As a result, the fracture mode I along the crack front of the 
continuous twisting crack must also be different. Therefore, the Faber & Evans model 
may not be suitable to describe the continuous twisting crack growing in the Bouligand 




2.2.1 Systems of coordinate 
In order to properly describe the stress intensity factor at the crack front, I define three 
coordinate systems related to the twisting crack: The coordinate system of the domain, 
the global coordinate system on the twisting crack, and the local coordinate system. 
Figure 2.3a shows two alternative systems of coordinates of the domain, the Cartesian 
system (ܺ,ܻ,ܼ), which is previously mentioned and its equivalent cylindrical system (ܴ,߆,ܼ), in which ܴ is in the ܻܺ-plane. The global coordinate system on the twisting 
crack (ܺᇱ,ܻᇱ,ܼᇱ) is a translation of the coordinate system of the domain to a point on the 
twisting crack as shown in Figure 2.3b. The local coordinate system is defined based on 
the level set method for three-dimensional cracks (Gravouil et al., 2002). This system of 
coordinate is established as follows: First the unit normal vector of the surface of the 
twisting crack at any point (ܺ,ܻ,ܼ) along the crack front is defined as the axis ݕᇱ, which 
is mathematically expressed as: 
  ݕᇱ = ∇ௌ(௑,௒,௓)
‖∇ௌ(௑,௒,௓)‖       (2.4) 
Where the scalar function ∇ܵ(ܺ,ܻ,ܼ) = ܻ + ܼ tan(ܺߛ ݀⁄ ) = 0 based on Equation 2.1 
and Equation 2.2 and  is the gradient of a scalar field. Secondly, the unit vector tangent 
to the crack front at the same position is defined as axis ݖᇱ. For the sake of simplicity, I 
can initially assume the crack front to be straight. As such, the z'-axis is simply a result of 
rotating ܼ-axis around the twisting axis (ܺᇱ-axis) by a twisted angle ߶, i.e., ݖᇱ = ܴ௑ᇲܼ 
where ܴ௑ᇲ is the rotation matrix around ܺᇱ-axis by ߶ (see Appendix A). The last step 





cross product ݕᇱ × ݖᇱ. As a consequence, every single location along the twisting crack 
front has a unique local coordinate system. Figure 2.3a shows an example of the (ݔᇱ,ݕᇱ, ݖᇱ) systems on a twisting crack front with its equivalent cylindrical system (ݎᇱ,ߠᇱ , ݖᇱ) where r' is in the ݔᇱݕᇱ-plane and Figure 2.3c-e shows the (ݔᇱ, ݕᇱ, ݖᇱ) systems in 
ܻܼ (front view), ܼܺ (top view), and ܻܺ-planes (side view), respectively. 
 
                                (a)                                                            (b) 
       
                              (c)                                      (d)                                       (e) 
Figure 2.3 (a) The coordinate system of the domain (ܺ,ܻ,ܼ) and (ܴ,߆,ܼ) and the local 
coordinate systems (ݔᇱ, ݕᇱ, ݖᇱ) and (ݎᇱ, ߠᇱ, ݖᇱ) at twisting crack front. (b) The global 
coordinate system on the twisting crack (ܺᇱ,ܻᇱ,ܼᇱ) and the local coordinate system (ݔᇱ,ݕᇱ, ݖᇱ) at a point (ܺ଴, ଴ܻ,ܼ଴) where their relationship is characterized by ߶ and ߙ∗. 




I further analyze the relationship between the local (ݔᇱ, ݕᇱ, ݖᇱ) and the global (ܺᇱ,ܻᇱ,ܼᇱ) 
systems at any location on the twisting crack. Considering a location at (ܺ଴, ଴ܻ,ܼ଴) on the 
twisting crack as shown in Figure 2.3b, the relationship between the local (ݔᇱ,ݕᇱ, ݖᇱ) and 
the global (ܺᇱ,ܻᇱ,ܼᇱ) systems can be established based on two parameters: Twisted angle 
(߶) and an effective kinked angle (ߙ∗). It should be noted that ߶ and ߙ∗ are based on the 
right-hand rule. ߶ provides the orientation difference between the twisting crack front 
and the initial flat crack front at (ܺ଴, ଴ܻ,ܼ଴) or, in other words, the angle between ݖᇱ-axis 
and ܼᇱ-axis at (ܺ଴, ଴ܻ,ܼ଴) as shown in Figure 2.3b. For the twisting crack defined by 
Equation 2.1, ߶ is described by Equation 2.2. On the other hand, the angle ߙ∗ is the angle 
between ܻᇱ-axis and ݕ∗, which is the projection vector of the ݕᇱ-axis onto ܺᇱܻᇱ-plane as 
shown in Figure 2.3b. The projection vector ݕ∗ can be determined by rotating ݕᇱ around 
ܺᇱ-axis by an angle –߶ based on the right-hand rule. It should be noted that the purpose 
of ݕ∗ is only to determine the angle ߙ∗. Since ݕᇱ is a function of two independent 
variables ܺ and ܼ according to Equation 2.4 (see Equation B3 in Appendix B) and ߶ is a 
function X according to Equation 2.2, the angle ߙ∗ is then a function two independent 
variables ߶ and ܼ, i.e., ߙ∗ = ℎ(߶,ܼ). At any (ܺ,ܻ,ܼ) on the twisting crack, ߙ∗ can be 
expressed as: 
 ߙ∗ = cosିଵ ൜ ୡ୭ୱథൣଵା୲ୟ୬మ థ൧
ඥ[(௓ఊ ௗ⁄ ) ୱୣୡమథ]మାଵା୲ୟ୬మథൠ     (2.5) 
The derivation of ߙ∗ is shown in Appendix B. Since 	߶ = ݂(ܺ) and ߙ∗ = ℎ(߶,ܼ), the 
angles ߶ and ߙ∗ can be used to characterize the continuous twisting crack 




degree of crack twisting along ܺ-axis and the ߙ∗ can represent the distance away from the 
twisting axis. An example of the twisting crack geometry in normalized Cartesian 
coordinates ܻ ݀ tan(ߛ)⁄ , ܼ ݀⁄ , and ܺ ݀⁄  and its equivalent geometry characterized by 
ܻ ݀ tan(ߛ)⁄ , ߙ∗, and ߶ is shown in Figure 2.4, which confirms that angles ߶ and ߙ∗ can 
also be used to describe the position on the twisting crack. 
 
 
Figure 2.4 Plots of normalized twisting crack geometry ܻ ݀ tan(ߛ)⁄  characterized by 
normalized Cartesian coordinates ܼ ݀⁄  and ܺ ݀⁄  and its equivalent geometry 






Based on the definitions of ߶ and ߙ∗, the local coordinate system (ݔᇱ, ݕᇱ, ݖᇱ) is 
determined by rotating (ܺᇱ,ܻᇱ,ܼᇱ) system around ܼᇱ-axis by ߙ∗ and around ܺᇱ-axis by ߶, 
respectively. In particular, the first rotation of (ܺᇱ,ܻᇱ,ܼᇱ) system around ܼᇱ-axis by ߙ∗ 
makes the rotated ܻᇱ become ݕ∗. Consecutively, the second rotation around ܺᇱ-axis by ߶ 
makes the twice-rotated ܻᇱ become ݕᇱ and therefore the twice-rotated (ܺᇱ ,ܻᇱ,ܼᇱ) system 
becomes equivalent to the (ݔᇱ, ݕᇱ, ݖᇱ) system. I would like to emphasize that the reason 
that I defined all these angles and variables is to determine the local coordinate system (ݔᇱ,ݕᇱ, ݖᇱ), which is unique for each point along the straight crack front when the crack is 
twisting. Moreover, the relationship between the local (ݔᇱ,ݕᇱ, ݖᇱ) and global (ܺᇱ,ܻᇱ,ܼᇱ) 
coordinate systems will be used to derive the analytical solution in this study. 
For the fracture mechanics analysis of the growing twisting crack from the initial flat 
crack with a straight crack front, the definitions of the (ݔᇱ,ݕᇱ, ݖᇱ) system provides 
information on the local fracture modes at its crack front, where the ݕᇱ is the axis that 
denotes the opening mode (mode I) at a given point on a twisting crack front. The shear 
behaviors in the ݔᇱݕᇱ-plane and the ݕᇱݖᇱ-plane denotes the in-plane shear mode (mode II) 
and the out-of-plane shear mode (mode III), respectively, at a given point on a twisting 
crack front. Therefore, every position in the continuous twisting crack has a unique 
fracture mode orientation based on the definition of the (ݔᇱ,ݕᇱ, ݖᇱ) system. Similarly, the 
fracture modes of a flat crack that is initially flat and parallel to ܻܺ-plane with the crack 
propagation direction oriented with ܺ-axis are defined by the (ܺ,ܻ,ܼ) system where the 
ܻ-axis, the shear behaviors in the ܻܺ-plane, and the ܻܼ-plane denote the mode I, II, and 




(ݔᇱ,ݕᇱ, ݖᇱ) system provides a unique crack propagation direction (x'-axis if having only 
local mode I) along the twisting crack front, which coincides with the aforementioned 
characteristic of the continuous twisting crack growing in the Bouligand structure that the 
crack propagation direction is not the same along a straight crack front. I note that the 
main difference that distinguishes the analytical framework in this work from the Faber 
& Evans framework (Faber and Evans, 1983) is that Faber & Evans defined the crack 
propagation direction and the local fracture modes to be the same along the crack front 
which is not true in the continuous twisting crack based on the definitions of the fracture 
modes.  
2.2.2 Analytical model derivation 
Considering a given point (ܺ଴, ଴ܻ,ܼ଴) on a straight crack front of the continuous twisting 
crack defined in this work (see Figure 2.1c), the global coordinate systems, (ܺᇱ,ܻᇱ,ܼᇱ) 
and (ܴᇱ,߆ᇱ,ܼᇱ), and the local coordinate systems, (ݔᇱ, ݕᇱ, ݖᇱ) and (ݎᇱ,ߠᇱ, ݖᇱ), with their 
origin located at this point are defined based on the criteria mentioned in previous 
section. The point (ܺ଴, ଴ܻ,ܼ଴) is assumed to be on a flat crack front with the crack 
propagation direction defined by ܺᇱ-axis for the global coordinate system and ݔᇱ-axis for 
the local coordinate system. As a result, the stress fields in the asymptotic field at the flat 
crack front (ܺ଴, ଴ܻ,ܼ଴) can be determined in terms of stress intensity factors by using the 
flat crack solution introduced by Williams, 1957.The stress field at the flat crack front (ܺ଴, ଴ܻ,ܼ଴) with the crack propagation direction orienting in ݔᇱ-axis is referred to as the 
local stress of which the local stress components ൣߪ(௟)൧ can be written based on the local 





(௟) = ߪ௥ᇲ௥ᇲ = ௞಺ᇲ√ଶగ௥ᇲ cos ቀఏᇲଶ ቁ ቂ1 + sinଶ ቀఏᇲଶ ቁቃ + ௞಺಺ᇲ√ଶగ௥ᇲ sin ቀఏᇲଶ ቁ ቂ1 − 3 sinଶ ቀఏᇲଶ ቁቃ (2.6a) 
ߪଶଶ
(௟) = ߪఏᇲఏᇲ = ௞಺ᇲ√ଶగ௥ᇲ cosଷ ቀఏᇲଶ ቁ − ௞಺಺ᇲ√ଶగ௥ᇲ 3 sin ቀఏᇲଶ ቁ cosଶ ቀఏᇲଶ ቁ (2.6b) 
ߪଵଶ
(௟) = ߪ௥ᇲఏᇲ = ௞಺ᇲ√ଶగ௥ᇲ sin ቀఏᇲଶ ቁ cosଶ ቀఏᇲଶ ቁ + ௞಺಺ᇲ√ଶగ௥ᇲ cos ቀఏᇲଶ ቁ ቂ1 − 3 sinଶ ቀఏᇲଶ ቁቃ (2.6c) 
ߪଵଷ
(௟) = ߪ௥ᇲ௭ᇲ = ௞಺಺಺ᇲ√ଶగ௥ᇲ sin ቀఏᇲଶ ቁ (2.6d) 
ߪଶଷ
(௟) = ߪఏᇲ௭ᇲ = ௞಺಺಺ᇲ√ଶగ௥ᇲ cos ቀఏᇲଶ ቁ (2.6e) 
ߪଷଷ











I note that the local stress components are unique for each point along the crack front due 
to the definition of the local coordinate system defined in the previous section. The stress 
field at the flat crack front (ܺ଴, ଴ܻ,ܼ଴) with the crack propagation direction orienting in 
ܺᇱ-axis is referred to as the global stress of which the global stress components ൣߪ(௚)൧ can 
be expressed as: 
ߪଵଵ
(௚) = ߪோᇲோᇲ = ௄಺√ଶగோᇲ cos ቀ௵ᇲଶ ቁ ቂ1 + sinଶ ቀ௵ᇲଶ ቁቃ + ௄಺಺√ଶగோᇲ sin ቀ௵ᇲଶ ቁ ቂ1 − 3 sinଶ ቀ௵ᇲଶ ቁቃ (2.7a) 
ߪଶଶ
(௚) = ߪ௵ᇲ௵ᇲ = ௄಺√ଶగோᇲ cosଷ ቀ௵ᇲଶ ቁ − ௄಺಺√ଶగோᇲ 3 sin ቀ௵ᇲଶ ቁ cosଶ ቀ௵ᇲଶ ቁ (2.7b) 
ߪଵଶ





(௚) = ߪோᇲ௓ᇲ = ௄಺಺಺√ଶగோᇲ sin ቀ௵ᇲଶ ቁ (2.7d) 
ߪଶଷ
(௚) = ߪ௵ᇲ௓ᇲ = ௄಺಺಺√ଶగோᇲ cos ቀ௵ᇲଶ ቁ (2.7e) 
ߪଷଷ










The (ܭூ ,ܭூூ ,ܭூூூ) and (݇ூᇱ, ݇ூூᇱ ,݇ூூூᇱ ) denote global and local stress intensity factors in 
mode I, II, and III, respectively. Finally, ߪ௜௝
(௟) and ߪ௜௝(௚) are the components of the local 
and global stress, respectively, where the subscripts i and j have the range (1, 2, 3) which 
denote (ݔᇱ,ݕᇱ, ݖᇱ) and (ܺᇱ,ܻᇱ,ܼᇱ) for local and global stress components, respectively. 
Based on the relationship between the local and global systems of coordinate, the local 
stress components at ߠᇱ = 0° (	ൣߪ(௟)൧ห
ఏᇲୀ଴
	) is equivalent to the global stress component 
at ߆ᇱ = ߙ∗ (	ൣߪ(௚)൧ห
௵ᇲୀఈ∗




= ܴ௑ᇲൣߪ(௚)൧ห௵ᇲୀఈ∗ܴ௑ᇲ்      (2.8) 
Where ܴ௑ᇲ
்  is the transpose of the rotation matrix ܴ௑ᇲ. By substituting Equation 2.6 with 
ߠᇱ = 0° and Equation 2.7 with Θ' = α* into Equation 2.8, the analytical solution to the 
local stress intensity factors at any point on a straight crack front in the continuous 
twisting crack can be written as a function global stress intensity factors as follows (see 
more detail in Appendix C): 




  ݇ூூᇱ = ܥଶଵᇱ ܭூ + ܥଶଶᇱ ܭூூ + ܥଶଷᇱ ܭூூூ     (2.9b) 
  ݇ூூூᇱ = ܥଷଵᇱ ܭூ + ܥଷଶᇱ ܭூூ + ܥଷଷᇱ ܭூூூ     (2.9c) 
Where ܥ௜௝ᇱ  (for i, j = 1, 2, 3) are angular functions which can be found in Appendix C. 
The analytical solution in Equation 2.9 can provide the local stress intensity factors at any 
given point on a straight crack front in a continuous twisting crack since the twisting 
crack can be characterized by ߶ and ߙ∗. The stress intensity factors can subsequently lead 
to the energy release rate. The strain energy release rate of the global coordinate system 
of the domain (ܺ,ܻ,ܼ), ܩ଴, given the applied global stress intensity factors can be 
written in the following form (Cotterell and Rice, 1980, Faber and Evans, 1983): 
  ܩ଴ = ௄಺మாᇲ + ௄಺಺మாᇲ + ௄಺಺಺మா (ଵାఔ)⁄       (2.10) 
Where ܧᇱ = ܧ for plane stress and ܧᇱ = ܧ (1 − ߥଶ)⁄  for plane strain. Similarly, the local 
strain energy release rate at a given point on a crack front of the twisting crack, ܩ, can be 
expressed in the following form (Faber and Evans, 1983): 











2.3 Twisting crack under remote mode I loading and plane strain condition 
Following this theoretical framework, I now proceed to analyze the continuous twisting 
crack under a remote global mode I stress intensity (e.g., ܭூ ≠ 0, ܭூ = ܭூூ = 0). The 
specimen is a linear elastic isotropic with the twisting crack being similar to that shown 
in Figure 2.1c which contains an initial flat crack with a straight crack front. The 3D 
geometry in this study is constrained to impose plane strain condition to avoid the finite 
thickness effect, which can affect the stress fields at the crack front and also the fracture 
toughness (Barsom and Rolfe, 1987, Narasimhan and Rosakis, 1990, Anderson, 2005). 
Even though the plane strain may not be the best condition for the twisting crack in which 
there is no symmetry plane, I cannot have very large thickness geometry to provide 
uniform stress field in the middle of the geometry. This is due to the nature of the 
twisting crack that its crack front would reach the boundary of the disc that represents the 
boundary of the asymptotic field and subsequently causes the LEFM to be invalid. This 
means that 3D geometry with very large thickness cannot be used with twisting crack. 
Consequently, I assume the plane strain condition onto the thin 3D geometry with 
twisting crack to approximate the stress field without the finite thickness effect. 
Considering such conditions, our analytical solution will be examined and validated by 
using finite element simulations and J-integral analysis. Moreover, the study on the 
twisting crack under pure mode I loading will be initial guidelines that can lead to further 





2.3.1 Analytical solution 
Under ܭூ loading and plane strain condition, the analytical solution in Equation 2.9 yields 






















ቁ sin߶ cos߶ ቂcosଶ ቀఈ∗
ଶ
ቁ − 2ߥቃ    (2.12c) 
Equation 12 are plotted against ߶ and ߙ∗ and are shown in Figure 2.5a. In addition, 
Figure 2.5b shows the plots of ݇ூᇱ ܭூ⁄ , ݇ூூᇱ ܭூ⁄ , and ݇ூூூᇱ ܭூ⁄  against ߙ∗ at ߶ = 0°, 10°, and 
45° and Figure 2.5c shows the plots of ݇ூᇱ ܭூ⁄ , ݇ூூᇱ ܭூ⁄ , and ݇ூூூᇱ ܭூ⁄  against ߶ at ߙ∗ = 0°, 
30°, and 60°. The results show that the twisting crack front show a combination of ݇ூᇱ, 
݇ூூ
ᇱ , and ݇ூூூᇱ  when the applied load is dominated by ܭூ. In mode I, ݇ூᇱ ܭூ⁄  decreases as ߶ 
and the magnitude of ߙ∗ increase. In mode II, the magnitude of ݇ூூᇱ ܭூ⁄  is smaller at 
higher value of ߶. However, the magnitude of ݇ூூᇱ ܭூ⁄  becomes larger as ߙ∗ increases up 
to approximately 70.2° and then decreases as ߙ∗ increases at ߙ∗ > 70.2°. In Mode III, the 
magnitude of ݇ூூூᇱ ܭூ⁄  is smaller at higher value of ߙ∗ but is larger at higher value of ߶. 




    
                        (a)                                             (b)                                            (c) 
Figure 2.5 (a) Plots of ݇ூᇱ ܭூ⁄ , ݇ூூᇱ ܭூ⁄ , and ݇ூூூᇱ ܭூ⁄  against ߶ and ߙ∗ based on Equation 
2.12 of which the plots are extracted at ߶ = 0°, 10°, and 45° are shown in (b) and at ߙ∗ = 
0°, 30°, and 60° are shown in (c). 
 
Considering the strain energy release rates, the global strain energy release rate of the 
system in Equation 2.10 based on the plane strain condition with ܭூ loading becomes 
ܩ଴ = (1 − ߥଶ)ܭூଶ ܧ⁄ . The local strain energy release rate pertinent to each segment of the 
twisting crack front in Equation 2.11 can be normalized by ܩ଴ and can be expressed in 









ଶ + ଵ(ଵିఔ) ቀ௞಺಺಺ᇲ௄಺ ቁଶ     (2.13) 
By substituting Equation 2.12 into Equation 2.13, ܩ ܩ଴⁄  can be determined in terms of ߶ 
and ߙ∗, which is shown in the plots in Figure 2.6a. Furthermore, this model is compared 
with the analytical model by Faber and Evans, 1983, in which ܩ ܩ଴⁄  is determined by 
substituting Equation 2.3 into Equation 2.13. The comparison is shown in Figure 2.6a of 
which the slices at ߶ = 0°, 30°, 60° and ߙ,ߙ∗ = 0°, 30°, 60°are shown in Figure 2.6b and 




(Faber and Evans, 1983) agree that ܩ ܩ଴⁄  decreases as the crack twisting and gives the 
same ܩ ܩ଴⁄  at ߙ,ߙ∗ = 0°, which is marked with a line showing intersection between two 
models in Figure 2.6a.  
In this study, higher magnitudes of ߶ and ߙ∗ are referred to as the higher degree of crack 
twisting. A smaller magnitude of ݇ூᇱ ܭூ⁄  with the presence of ݇ூூᇱ ܭூ⁄  and ݇ூூூᇱ ܭூ⁄  is 
referred to as the higher degree of mode-mixity. Based on Equation 2.13, I can say that 
the value of ܩ ܩ଴⁄  is smaller at higher degree of crack twisting at which the degree of 
mode-mixity is higher. Faber & Evans model (Faber and Evans, 1983) predicts higher 
value of ܩ ܩ଴⁄  than our model up to approximately ߶ ≈ 60° at |ߙ∗| ≲ 60°. At higher 
magnitude of ߙ∗ ≳ 60°, our model tends to predict higher values of ܩ ܩ଴⁄ , especially at 
higher value of ߶. The accuracy between our model and Faber & Evans model will be 






          
                                   (b)                                                                    (c) 
Figure 2.6 (a) Plots of ܩ ܩ଴⁄  against ߶ and ߙ,ߙ∗ based on our analytical framework and 
against ߶ and ߙ based on Faber & Evans model (Faber and Evans, 1983) where both 
models give the same ܩ ܩ଴⁄  at ߙ,ߙ∗ = 0º, which is marked as a line. (b) and (c) show 






2.3.2 Finite element simulations and J-integral analysis 
I employed finite element simulations by using ABAQUS/Standard to verify the 
analytical model in Equation 2.12 for a problem of a continuous twisting crack with 
straight crack front being loaded by a remote global mode I stress intensity (e.g.,	ܭூ ≠ 0, 
ܭூ = ܭூூ = 0). In the simulation model, a disc of radius ܴ଴ and thickness ݐ with an initial 
flat crack as showing in Figure 2.1a is chosen as a representation of the asymptotic field 
for investigating the asymptotic stress field (i.e. ܭ-field) around the crack front, which is 
located at the center of the disc. The material of the disc was assumed to be linear elastic 
and isotropic with Young’s modulus ܧ and Poisson’s ratio ߥ. The dominant ܭூ-field was 
applied as a displacement field (ݑ௑,ݑ௒) along the circumferential boundary surface of the 
disk shown in Figure 2.7a (Williams, 1957, Anderson, 2005): 
  ݑ௑ = ଶ(ଵାఔ)ா ܭூටோబଶగ cos ቀ௵ଶቁ ቂ1 − 2ߥ + sinଶ ቀ௵ଶቁቃ   (2.14a) 
  ݑ௒ = ଶ(ଵାఔ)ா ܭூටோబଶగ sin ቀ௵ଶቁ ቂ2 − 2ߥ + cosଶ ቀ௵ଶቁቃ   (2.14b) 
The lateral surfaces of the disc were constrained in Z-direction (constrained boundary 
condition), which prevents the disc from moving in the lateral direction and allows only 
sliding in ܻܺ-plane. Such boundary condition provides uniform stress within the disc 
which imposes the plane strain condition. As previously mentioned, the plane strain 
condition is assumed in the disc with the twisting crack to prevent finite thickness effect 





                                               (a)                                                              (b)  
               
                        (c)                                               (d)                                            (e) 
Figure 2.7 Simulation model for the ܭ-field analysis. (a) Disk of radius ܴ଴ and thickness 
ݐ with an initial flat crack being under applied ܭூ loading in the form of (ݑ௑,ݑ௒). (b) 
Twisting crack propagating from the initial flat crack front to ܺ = ݈ with a total twisted 
angle of ߶଴. (c)-(d) The meshes with crack fronts being at ܺ = 0 and ߶ = 0, ܺ = ݈ 2⁄  and 
߶ = ߶଴ 2⁄ , and ܺ = ݈ and ߶ = ߶଴, respectively. 
 
In this work, I allowed a crack to propagate from the initial flat crack front to a twisting 
crack geometry that follows Equation 2.1 as shown in Figure 2.7b. The crack twists up to 
߶ = ߶଴ at ܺ = ݈ (i.e., ݀߶ ݀ܺ⁄ = ߶଴ ݈⁄  ) where ݈ is the total crack propagation length long 
ܺ-axis. The distance between the interception of the twisting crack at ܺ = ݈, ߶ = ߶଴ with 




determined by Equation 2.1 which gives ℎ = (ݐ 2⁄ ) tan߶଴. The crack propagation is 
simulated by a series of individual linear elastic simulations (Zavattieri et al., 2008) in 
which the straight crack front is stationary in each case, but at different fixed positions. 
As the crack advanced along the X-axis it twists up to	ܺ = ݈ by ߶଴ 20⁄  increments (i.e., 
for a total of 21 increments the final twisting angle is ߶଴ with respect to the initial flat 
crack. Figure 2.6b). Figure 2.7c-d show examples of the meshes with the crack front 
being at ܺ = 0, ݈ 2⁄ , and ݈, respectively. Each simulation model is discretized into 
hexahedral elements with the smallest elements size being 10ିସܴ଴ locating near the 
crack. 
While the applied ܭூ-field assumes that the crack is flat (i.e. ℎ = 0) and the crack front is 
located at the center and sufficiently far from the applied displacement (Williams, 1957), 
I will consider that any effect on the local stress intensity factor is mainly caused by how 
the geometry departs from those ideal conditions. In other words, the radius of disc, R0, 
has to be much larger than the twisting crack geometry (ℎ and ݈), i.e., ℎ ܴ଴⁄ ≪ 1 and 
݈ ܴ଴⁄ ≪ 1. Since ℎ is a function of ݐ and ߶଴, then the ݐ and ߶଴ must also be very small 
compared with ܴ଴. In this work, I defined that ݐ ܴ଴⁄ = 0.1, ߶଴ = 20º, and ݈ ܴ଴⁄ = 0.01, 
which give a study range of ߙ∗ =	 -61.7º to 61.7º based on Equation 2.5. Note that I did 
not define very small ݐ ܴ଴⁄  and ߶଴ because they would result in too small range of ߙ∗ and 
߶ that the simulation data is insufficient to validate the analytical model. On the other 
hand, I also cannot analyze very large range of ߙ∗ and ߶ since they increase the values of 
ℎ and ݈, which will break the ℎ ܴ଴⁄ ≪ 1 and ݈ ܴ଴⁄ ≪ 1 assumptions. Nevertheless, such 




assumptions but the computational expense would increase drastically with the number of 
nodes and elements in the model due to the size. The current models have 754167 nodes 
and 739200 elements and already required approximately 20-day CPU time to complete 
one time increment (using two 8-core Intel Xeon-E5 processors with 256 GB of 
memory). 
The stress field ߪ௜௝ around the crack front from the simulation results is used to determine 
the local ܩ at each node on the crack front by using the ܬ-integral method (Rice, 1968, 
Shih et al., 1986, Omer and Yosibash, 2005). For the linear elastic problem, ܬ is 
equivalent to ܩ (Rice and Rosengren, 1968, Hutchinson, 1968) and can be expressed as: 
  ܬ = ܩ = ∫ ቀܹ݊ଵ − ߪ௜௝ ௝݊ డ௨೔డ௫ᇲቁ୻ ݀ݏ     (2.15) 
Where Γ denotes the contour in ݔᇱݕᇱ-plane around a point in the crack front, ݀ݏ denotes 
the length along the contour Γ, ܹ is the strain energy density, ݊ଵ is the component in x'-
direction of a unit normal vector to the contour Γ, and ݑ௜ is the components of 
displacement vector.  
Moreover, ݇ூᇱ, ݇ூூᇱ , and ݇ூூூᇱ  of each node in the crack front were extracted from the 
simulations by using the interaction integral method (Shih and Asaro, 1988). For an 






  ݇ூᇱ = ாଶ(ଵିఔమ)∫ ቀܹ݊ଵ − ߪ௜௝ ௝݊ డ௨೔డ௫ᇲቁ୻ ݀ݏ    (2.16a) 
  ݇ூூᇱ = ாଶ(ଵିఔమ)∫ ቀܹ݊ଶ − ߪ௜௝ ௝݊ డ௨೔డ௬ᇲቁ୻ ݀ݏ    (2.16b) 
  ݇ூூᇱ = ாଶ(ଵାఔ)∫ ቀܹ݊ଷ − ߪ௜௝ ௝݊ డ௨೔డ௭ᇲቁ୻ ݀ݏ    (2.16c) 
Where ݊ଶ and ݊ଷ denotes the component in y' and z'-direction of a unit normal vector to 
the contour Γ, respectively, and the subscripts i and j have the range (1, 2, 3) which 
denote (ݔᇱ,ݕᇱ, ݖᇱ), respectively.  
The 	ܬ-integral in the ܭ-field simulations is validated by comparing the results with 
LEFM theory (see Appendix D) which shows its validity. Therefore, the values of ݇ூᇱ, ݇ூூᇱ , 
݇ூூூ
ᇱ , and ܩ from ܬ-integral in the ܭ-field simulations are used as references values for 
accuracy assessment of our analytical model. In addition, the Faber & Evans models in 
Equation 2.3 (Faber and Evans, 1983) is also investigated and compared with our 
analytical model. 
 
2.3.3 Numerical results and verification 
The twisting crack simulation with ݐ ܴ଴⁄ = 0.1, ߶଴ = 20º, and ݈ ܴ଴⁄ = 0.01 were 
employed to validate the analytical model. Figure 2.8a shows the plots of the normalized 
ܩ ܩ଴⁄  from the simulations, our analytical model, and the Faber & Evans model (Faber 
and Evans, 1983) against ܺ ݈⁄  and ܼ ݐ⁄ . ܩ ܩ଴⁄  from our analytical model was calculated 




of the crack (ܺ and ܼ) by Equation 2.2 and Equation 2.5, respectively. ܩ ܩ଴⁄  of the Faber 
& Evans model was determined by Equation 2.3 and Equation 2.13 in which ߶ was 
calculated by Equation 2.2 and ߙ was calculated from ߙ = tanିଵ(ܼ ∙ ݀߶ ݀ܺ⁄ ). I would 
like to note that the transition from the initial flat crack front to the first increment of the 
twisting crack propagation at ܺ ݈⁄ = 0.05 is discontinuous except at ܼ ݐ⁄ = 0 regardless 
of the size of the increment. This is because the rotation of the crack front of the twisting 
crack causes sudden change in plane derivation from the initial flat crack which results in 
a kinked crack. Such discontinuity due to the kinked crack results in the jump of ܩ ܩ଴⁄  
from the initial flat crack front (which is always equal to 1) to the first increment 
(Cotterell and Rice, 1980). Consequently, Figure 2.8a-d show the results starting at the 
first increment (ܺ ݈⁄ = 0.05). 
The comparison of ܩ ܩ଴⁄  between our analytical model and the simulations in Figure 2.8a 
shows that the difference between the simulations and our analytical model increases as 
the magnitudes of ܺ ݈⁄  and ܼ ݐ⁄  increase. The average difference of 7.73% from all data 
points respect to the simulation results. I would like to emphasize that ܩ ܩ଴⁄  from the 
simulations are used as reference values because they were proven to be valid by 
comparing with the theory of LEFM in Appendix D. The difference between the 
simulations and our analytical model at higher magnitudes of ܺ ݈⁄  and ܼ ݐ⁄  is larger than 
that at smaller magnitudes of ܺ ݈⁄  and ܼ ݐ⁄  because the simulations were further deviated 
from ℎ ܴ଴⁄ ≪ 1 and ݈ ܴ଴⁄ ≪ 1 assumptions. As a result, the applied displacement field in 
Equation 2.14 becomes less accurate to replicate the applied ܭூ loading. In this study, I 




the same computational expense by analyzing in a small range of ܺ ݈⁄  and ܼ ݐ⁄ , which is 
shown as the dash box in Figure 2.8a. Figure 2.8b shows the values of ܩ ܩ଴⁄  from the 
simulations and our analytical model for ܺ ݈⁄ = 0 to 0.3 and ܼ ݐ⁄ = -0.16 to 0.16. Within 
such range, the average difference between the simulations and our analytical model 
respect to the simulations among all data points is 0.25% with the largest difference at 
ܺ ݈⁄ = 0.3 and |ܼ ݐ⁄ | = 0.16 being 0.58%.  
Similarly, the comparison of ܩ ܩ଴⁄  between the Faber & Evans model (Faber and Evans, 
1983) and the simulations in Figure 2.8a shows the average difference respect to the 
simulation results of 26.16% from all data points. For the data within the range of ܺ ݈⁄ = 
0 to 0.3 and ܼ ݐ⁄ = -0.16 to 0.16 as shown in Figure 2.8b, the average difference is 4.33% 
with the largest difference of 12.21% at ܺ ݈⁄ = 0.3 and |ܼ ݐ⁄ | = 0.16. In addition, the 
plots of ܩ ܩ଴⁄  against ܺ ݈⁄  from the simulations, our analytical model, and the Faber & 
Evans model (Faber and Evans, 1983) at ܼ ݐ⁄ = 0 and 0.1 are shown in Figure 2.8c and 
Figure 2.8d, respectively. For ܼ ݐ⁄ = 0, our analytical model and the Faber & Evans 
model give identical ܩ ܩ଴⁄  and are deviated from the simulations by 0.19% at ܺ ݈⁄ = 0.3 
respect to the simulations. For ܼ ݐ⁄ = 0.1, the jump of the values of ܩ ܩ଴⁄  from the initial 
flat crack front at ܺ ݈⁄ = 0 to the first increment of the twisting crack propagation at 
ܺ ݈⁄ = 0.05 are shown as dash lines. At ܺ ݈⁄ = 0.3, our analytical model and the Faber & 





                                      (a)                                                                       (b) 
        
                                            (c)                                                                     (d) 
Figure 2.8 Plots of ܩ ܩ଴⁄  determined from simulations, our analytical model, and the 
Faber & Evans model (Faber and Evans, 1983) against ܺ ݈⁄  and ܼ ݐ⁄  for (a) ܺ ݈⁄ = 0 to 1 
and ܼ ݐ⁄ = -0.5 to 0.5 and (b) for ܺ ݈⁄ = 0 to 0.3 and ܼ ݐ⁄ = -0.16 to 0.16. (c)-(d) Plots of 
ܩ ܩ଴⁄  from simulations, our analytical model, and the Faber & Evans model (Faber and 







The ݇ூᇱ ܭூ⁄ , ݇ூூᇱ ܭூ⁄ , and ݇ூூூᇱ ܭூ⁄  from the simulations, our analytical model in Equation 
2.12, and the Faber & Evans model in Equation 2.2 (Faber and Evans, 1983) are plotted 
against ܺ ݈⁄  and ܼ ݐ⁄  and are shown in Figure 2.9a-c, respectively. The comparisons show 
that our analytical model gives the average difference in mode I, II, and III among all 
data points of 0.29%, 15.94%, and 14.28% respect to the simulation results, respectively, 
while the Faber & Evans model gives 3.54%, 105.38%, and 15.13% average difference in 
mode I, II, and III, respectively.  
 
                                 (a)                                                          (b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 2.9 The plots of (a) ݇ூᇱ ܭூ⁄ , (b) ݇ூூᇱ ܭூ⁄ , and (c) ݇ூூூᇱ ܭூ⁄  against ܺ ݈⁄  and ܼ ݐ⁄  
showing the comparisons between the simulations, our analytical model, and the Faber & 




For the continuous twisting crack, the comparisons of ܩ ܩ଴⁄ , ݇ூᇱ ܭூ⁄ , ݇ூூᇱ ܭூ⁄ , and ݇ூூூᇱ ܭூ⁄  
between our analytical model and the ܬ-integral in the ܭ-field simulations shows that our 
analytical model can accurately predict ܩ, ݇ூᇱ, ݇ூூᇱ , and ݇ூூூᇱ . Furthermore, our analytical 
model (0.25% average difference) can provide more accurate G/G0 than the Faber & 
Evans model (4.33% average difference). For the local stress intensity factors, our 
analytical model and the Faber & Evans model can both provide fairly accurate stress 
intensity factor in mode III. However, our analytical model can predict the stress intensity 
factors in mode I and II with much better accuracy. 
The main difference between our analytical framework and the Faber & Evans model is 
the definition of the local coordinate system at the crack front and the crack surface itself. 
In this work, the local coordinate system at the crack front follows the definition of the 
fracture modes such that mode I is perpendicular to the crack surface and mode II and III 
are in-plane and out-of-plane shear with respect to mode I, which means every location 
on the twisting crack will have different directions of mode I, II, and III based on the 
nature of the continuous twisting surface. On the other hands, Faber & Evans defined the 
local coordinate system to be the same along the crack front, which gives the same 
orientation of mode I, II, and III. The correct definition of the fracture modes allows us to 






The comparisons of either ܩ ܩ଴⁄  or ݇ூᇱ ܭூ⁄ , ݇ூூᇱ ܭூ⁄ , and ݇ூூூᇱ ܭூ⁄  between our analytical 
model and the simulations indicate that our analytical model can accurately predict ݇ூᇱ, 
݇ூூ
ᇱ , ݇ூூூᇱ , and ܩ in the continuous twisting crack, which provides more insight to the 
fracture resistance mechanism in the twisting crack. Under applied ܭூ loading, the 
twisting crack front experiences mixed-mode loading which is revealed by the present of 
݇ூ
ᇱ, ݇ூூᇱ , and ݇ூூூᇱ  at the crack front. According to Equation 2.12, higher degree of crack 
twisting, i.e. higher magnitudes of ߶ and ߙ∗, leads to higher degree of mode-mixity, i.e. 
smaller magnitude of ݇ூᇱ ܭூ⁄  with the presence of ݇ூூᇱ ܭூ⁄  and ݇ூூூᇱ ܭூ⁄ . As a result, two 
main parameters emerge as dominant of the mixed-mode behavior; mainly ߶ and ߙ∗ as 
illustrated in Figure 2.5.  
The values of ݇ூᇱ, ݇ூூᇱ , and ݇ூூூᇱ  calculated from our analytical solution in Equation 2.12 
can be used to determine the values of ܩ ܩ଴⁄  by using Equation 2.13, which shows that 
the higher degree of mode-mixity leads to smaller value of ܩ ܩ଴⁄  as illustrated in Figure 
2.6. The lower values of ܩ ܩ଴⁄  at different positions along the twisting crack front mean 
that higher applied load are required to propagate the crack relative to those loads needed 
for the flat crack. In the other words, the crack propagation in those regions can be 
significantly delayed with respect to the flat crack case. Such behavior can be viewed as 
the fracture resistance mechanisms, which can be analyzed through the critical strain 
energy release rate of the twisting crack (ܩ஼) compared with that one of the flat crack 
growing through the material (ܩ஼௠). Note that ܩ஼ is unique for each location on the 




study, I quantify the fracture resistance at each location on the twisting crack in terms of 
the local toughening factors (ܩ஼ ܩ஼௠⁄ ) which can be expressed in terms of ܩ and ܩ଴ as 
following (Faber and Evans, 1983): 
   
ீ಴
ீ಴
೘ = ீబீ        (2.17) 
I would like to emphasize that ܩ is also a function of ߶ and ߙ∗. Hence, each location on 
the twisting crack surface has a unique local toughening factor. Considering the local 
toughening factor, ܩ஼ ܩ஼௠⁄ > 1 means that a crack requires higher applied force to 
continue propagating which indicates higher fracture resistance behavior. When 
ܩ஼ ܩ஼
௠⁄ = 1, there is no increase in fracture resistance due to the strain energy release 
rate required to propagate or create a crack is equal to the material property ܩ஼௠. 
The value of ܩ஼ ܩ஼௠⁄  for the continuous twisting crack can be determined from our 
analytical model by using Equation 2.12, Equation 2.13, and Equation 2.17. Figure 2.10a 
shows the plot of ܩ஼ ܩ஼௠⁄  against ߶ and ߙ∗, which shows that ܩ஼ ܩ஼௠⁄  increases as the 
magnitudes of ߶ and ߙ∗ become larger. Moreover, the values of ܩ஼ ܩ஼௠⁄  at ߶ = 0°, 30°, 
60°, and 90° are plotted against ߙ∗and are shown in Figure 2.10b, which provides a better 
visualization that the ܩ஼ ܩ஼௠⁄  increases with the magnitudes of ߶ and ߙ∗. This means that 
the twisting crack requires more applied force to propagate especially at higher degree of 






                                      (a)                                                              (b) 
Figure 2.10 (a) Plot of the local toughening factor ܩ஼ ܩ஼௠⁄  against ߶ and ߙ∗ determined 
by Equation 2.12, Equation 2.13, and Equation 2.17. (b) The local toughening factor 
ܩ஼ ܩ஼
௠⁄  against ߙ∗ at ߶ = 0°, 30°, 60°, and 90°. 
 
 
2.4 Concluding remarks 
In this chapter, I develop the analytical framework on the continuous twisting crack, 
which naturally occurs in the Bouligand structure in the stomatopod dactyl club based on 
LEFM. I assume that the twisting crack occurs in an idealized Bouligand structure as 
shown in Figure 2.1a, which is simplified into a twisting crack growing in an isotropic 
media from an initial flat crack with a constant straight crack front rotation as shown in 
Figure 2.1c. Although the crack in nature tends to propagate locally at different rates 
inside a material, which results in different crack front shapes, the straight crack front in 
our study will provide fundamental insights to the twisting crack, which will provide 
initial guidelines to be extended to more complex crack front shapes. In particular, the 




specifically ݖᇱ and ݔᇱ. This is because I define ݖᇱ as a tangent to the crack front which is 
constant in the straight crack front and ݔᇱ is a cross product of ݕᇱ and ݖᇱ. Therefore, when 
the crack front is not straight, I can just define new definitions of ݔᇱ and ݖᇱ that best suit 
the crack front shape of interest by using the level set method (Gravouil et al., 2002) and 
then follows the framework in this study.  
Our analytical framework leads to the analytical model that predicts the local stress 
intensity factors and the local energy release rate at the twisting crack front. Our 
analytical model was validated under the applied load being dominated by ܭூ by using ܬ-
integral in the ܭ-field simulations which shows that our analytical model can predict the 
local stress intensity factors and the local strain energy release rate at the crack front of 
twisting cracks. In addition, I show that the presence of the twisting crack directly affects 
the degree of mode-mixity at the crack front, which is characterized by the degree of 
crack twisting (߶ and ߙ∗). The degree of mode-mixity is found to be the mechanism 
behind the fracture resistance behavior in the twisting crack as a result of Equation 2.12 
and Equation 2.13. I also quantify the fracture resistance behavior in terms of the local 
toughening factor (ܩ஼ ܩ஼௠⁄ ), which is unique for each location on the twisting crack 
surface as shown in Figure 2.10.  
This fundamental understanding of the fracture resistance mechanism in the twisting 
crack allows us to explain that a mechanism behind the high fracture resistant 
performance of the Bouligand structure found in arthropods cuticles (Patek et al., 2004, 
Weaver et al., 2012, Amini et al., 2015, Naleway et al., 2016, Yaraghi et al., 1016) and in 




Chandar, 2006, Cheng et al., 2011, Barthelat and Mirkhalaf, 2013, Grunenfelder et al., 
2014a, Grunenfelder et al., 2014b, Escobar de Obaldia et al., 2015, Wang and Walther, 
2015, Martin et al., 2015, Gu et al., 2016, Shang et al., 2016, Ribbans et al., 2016, 
Yaraghi et al., 2016) is the twisting crack, which helps resist further damage within the 
material by increasing the required applied force to propagate the crack. Our analytical 
model described by ߶ and ߙ∗ can relate to the Bouligand structure, which can be 
described by ߛ and ݀ through Equation 2.  
Considering Equation 2, the Bouligand structure with a larger ߛ can lead to the twisting 
crack with a larger ߶ in comparison with the Bouligand structure with a smaller ߛ at the 
same crack propagation distance. Under such circumstance, the twisting crack within the 
large-ߛ Bouligand structure will undergo higher degree of crack twisting and 
consequently has better fracture resistance based on our analytical model. However, this 
explanation is opposite to the experimental results from the previous works by 
Apichattrabrut and Ravi-Chandar, 2006, and Grunenfelder et al., 2014b, and also from 
our experimental works in Chapter 3 in which the small-	ߛ helicoidal composites showed 
better fracture resistance than the large-	ߛ helicoidal composites and additionally provides 
much superiority over the [0/±45/90]S composites. This is because our analytical 
framework does not take into account other fracture mechanisms, e.g. fiber breaking, 
delamination, and crack branching. I assume that cracks in the Bouligand structures can 
only grow in the matrix between helicoidally-arrangement fibers, which results in the 
twisting crack. This assumption could potentially become invalid when ߛ is large since 




crack as observed by Apichattrabrut and Ravi-Chandar, 2006, and Grunenfelder et al., 
2014b. Therefore, taking all fracture mechanisms into consideration is important when 
analyzing cracks in the Bouligand structure and this is our next step toward better 
understanding the highly damage-resistant Bouligand structure. I outline this future work 
by using the analytical framework proposed in this study as quantitative guidelines. 
Subsequently, I consider the other potential fracture mechanisms by adopting competing 
mechanisms proposed by He and Hutchinson, 1989b. I expect that the combination of our 
analytical framework and the competing mechanisms (He and Hutchinson, 1989b) would 
provide better insights of the fracture resistance mechanisms in the Bouligand structures, 
which will help expand the opportunity to tailor the properties of the material to specific 





CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTS ON HELICOIDAL COMPOSITES 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, I carried out three-point bending tests on specimens that contain a 
helicoidal composite structure which is a biomimetic material based on the Bouligand 
structure under quasi-static uniaxial loading condition. Following the Bouligand structure, 
the matrix of the helicoidal composite is designed to have much weaker than the fibers in 
terms of elasticity, fracture strength, and toughness. The objectives of this work are to 
prove that the helicoidal composite exhibits the same fracture behavior as found in the 
Bouligand structure and to acquire more insights of the mechanics and the fracture 
behavior in the helicoidal composite under uniaxial loading condition. The main 
objectives of this work are to investigate the fracture behavior and the mechanical 
response in the helicoidal structure being inspired by the Bouligand structure. 
 
3.2 Problem formulation 
Figure 3.1a schematically illustrates the design and dimensions of the composite samples 
where H, W, L, S, and h denote height, width, length, span length, and notch length, 






Figure 3.1 Fiber-reinforced helicoidal composite sample for the three-point bending 
experiment. (a) Dimensions of the sample where H = 29.7 mm and the fiber layer at the 
notch tip always aligning with the notch front which is designated as γ0 = 0° respect to Z-
axis. (b) An example of a helicoidal structure in a composite sample with γ = 5° and the 
schematic descriptions of d and γ. 
 
the bottom of the three-point bending test. The architecture of the composite samples 
mimics the design of the Bouligand structure (e.g., such as the one in the stomatopod 
dactyl club as shown in Figure 3.1b). In this study, the helicoidal composite samples have 
a constant interlayer spacing (d), i.e., distance between adjacent fiber layers, and constant 
pitch angle (γ), i.e., the angle difference between fiber orientations of adjacent layers, 




unidirectional fiber composite with fibers oriented perpendicular to the longitudinal axis 
of the specimen. Regardless of the values of γ, the fiber orientation at the notch front (γ0) 
is designed to always align with the notch front which is defined as γ0 = 0°-fiber 
orientation respect with Z-axis as shown in Figure 3.1a and b.  
 
3.3 Experiments 
Helicoidal composite samples were fabricated using a layup composite technique and 3D 
printing following the geometry introduced in Figure 3.1. The purposes of the helicoidal 
composite samples are to verify that the helicoidal composites can provide a twisting 
crack as observed in the Bouligand structure in the stomatopod dactyl club and to 
investigate the mechanical response of the helicoidal composite. While the glass 
fiber/epoxy composite material allow us to make general observations about the fracture 
path, 3D printing allows us to have better control on the geometry and placement of the 
fibers (e.g. in particular, d and γ), which is ideal for the parametric analysis presented in 
this work. 
 
3.3.1 Glass fiber/epoxy composite 
The helicoidal composite was fabricated by using an S-glass fiber epoxy prepreg with a 
unidirectional reinforcement (AX-6111, Axiom Materials Inc., USA). The composite 




[90/85/…/5/0/5/…/85/90/85/…/5/0] from the bottom to the top. The symmetric planes 
are for preventing the warping due to the thermal residual stresses during cure process 
(Cheng et al., 2011, Andersons and König, 2004). After layup, the composite panel was 
placed on an aluminum tool plate with a non-perforated sheet beneath the sample. The 
sample was respectively covered with a perforated sheet, fiberglass sheets (as bleeder), a 
non-perforated sheet, an aluminum plate, breather cloth, and finally a vacuum bag. 
Nevertheless, the composite panel was thicker than the manufacturer’s recommended 
limit for a curing process. Therefore, a longer cure cycle with an extra ramp was used to 
avoid the excessive heat generated during the process. This study used the following cure 
cycle under 45 psi vacuum: First, the temperature was raised up to 150 F with 1 F/min 
and then hold for 1 hour. The temperature was then raised up to 250 F again with the 
same heating rate and then hold for another hour. Finally, the temperature was cooled 
down to room temperature. After curing, the composite panel was machined into three 
samples to dimensions of L = 60 mm and W = 20 mm. The height of the samples was 
measured as H = 10.13 ± 0.21 mm. The samples were polished and then were observed 
through an optical microscope to determine h where fibers are oriented at 0° layers which 
give h = 3.78 ± 0.18 mm. The notch was cut by using a saw blade which gives 1.78 mm 
notch width as shown in Figure 3.2a. The front surface of the samples was then painted to 






Figure 3.2 (a) Helicoidal composite sample made of a glass fiber/epoxy composite 
material with H = 10.13 ± 0.21 mm, L = 60 mm, W = 20 mm, S = 40 mm and h = 3.78 
mm. (b) P-Δ plots from three-point bending experiments on three helicoidal composite 
samples where the crack behaviors being stated. (c)-(g) DIC analyses of ߝ௒௒ from the 
experimental results at (c) Δ = 0.33 mm where the crack initiated, (d)-(f) Δ = 0.50 mm, 
1.00 mm, and 1.40 mm, respectively, where the crack being twisting, and (g) Δ = 5.20 
mm where the delamination occurred at a sample’s end. 
 
The glass fiber/epoxy helicoidal composite samples were tested under three-point 
bending conditions with S = 40 mm and a displacement rate of 0.2 mm/min. the resulting 
experimental force (P) versus displacement (Δ) behavior is plotted in Figure 3.2b. Figure 
3.2c-g shows the normal strain field in the longitudinal direction (ߝ௒௒) obtained from the 
DIC analysis. These results indicate that damage undergoes three main stages of the crack 
during experiments, namely, crack initiation, crack propagation and delamination. First, 




0.03 mm by fracture mode I as shown in Figure 3.2c with a slight drop in force. This 
mode I crack was expected due to the fiber oriented at 0º at the notch tip and the load is 
perpendicular to the crack front and fiber direction. Second, the force required to 
propagate the crack was increased as shown in Figure 3.2b while the crack was growing 
in a twisting pattern as shown in Figure 3.2d-f. Finally, the samples failed by 
delamination at an end of the sample as shown in Figure 3.2g. The delamination started at 
approximately Δ = 3.25 ± 0.25 mm from the region near the center of the beam and then 
grew outward to an end of the beam. One the delamination reached the end of the beam, a 
sharp drop in force was observed and is considered as a catastrophic failure of the 
sample. These findings in the glass fiber/epoxy composite samples indicate that the 
twisting crack can occur in the helicoidal composite under the three-point bending tests 
while the increase in the required force to propagate the twisting crack is observed. 
 
3.3.2 3D printing prototypes  
The helicoidal composite samples with a constant d = 1.1 mm and variations on γ = 0°, 
5°, 10°, 30°, and 45° were designed as shown in Figure 3.3a with their XY-plane view 
shown in Figure 3.3b. The samples consist of 28 layers with the layer at the notch tip 
orienting at γ0 = 0° for all samples as illustrated in Figure 3.1. The dimensions of the 
samples are H = 29.7 mm, W = H, h = H/3, and L = 6H with the fiber diameter of 0.6 
mm. It should be emphasized that the fibers at the notch tip are designed to always be at 






                              (a)                                            (b)                                            (c) 
Figure 3.3 Fiber-reinforced composite samples of γ = 0°, 5°, 10°, 30°, and 45° helicoidal 
structures showing from top to bottom , respectively. The fibers at the notch tip orienting 
at 0° orientation for all samples. (a) CAD models. (b) Front view of CAD models. (c) 3D-
printing prototypes. 
 
from the CAD models by using an Objet350 Connex 3D printer (Stratasys Ltd., USA) as 
shown in Figure 3.3c where fibers are made of VeroWhitePlus (RGD835, Stratasys Ltd., 
USA) and the matrix is made of FullCure705 (Stratasys Ltd., USA). It should be noted 
that the VeroWhitePlus (fibers) has much higher tensile strength, Young’s modulus, and 
toughness than the FullCure705 (matrix) which means I create the condition where the 
crack is preferable to grow in the matrix as observed in the stomatopod dactyl club 




manufacturer (Stratasys Ltd., USA) are 50-65 MPa tensile strength and 2-3 GPa Young’s 
modulus. However, there are no mechanical properties of the FullCure705 reported by 
the manufacturer (Stratasys Ltd., USA) but the nature of this material is found to be able 
to be easily broken by bare hand. 
The three-point bending tests were performed on the helicoidal composite samples under 
0.2 mm/min displacement rate and S = 4H. I 3D printed two samples for each type of the 
helicoidal structure for repetitive tests. The 0° sample exhibited a straight crack 
propagation from the notch tip with the force dropping after crack initiation as shown in 
Figure 3.4a-c. The 5° samples had a crack initiation at the notch tip and the crack 
followed the helicoidal architecture of fibers resulting in twisted pattern while the 
required force to propagate the crack was increased as shown in Figure 3.5a-c. The 
twisting crack in the 5° samples was further investigated by cutting the samples as shown 
in Figure 3.5c which allows us to characterize the twisting crack based on γ and d. This is 
achieved by marking the exact fibers at the twisting crack surface from the experiment to 
get the crack shape as shown in Figure 3.5d and then mapping such crack shape onto the 
CAD model of the sample as shown in Figure 3.5e. Subsequently, I developed a 
mathematically equation of a twisting surface that matches the twisting crack in the 
helicoidal samples in terms of γ and d which are: 
  ܻ = −ܼ ∙ ݐܽ݊(ܺߛ ݀⁄ )       (3.1) 
Where X, Y, and Z denotes the distance in X, Y, and Z directions with the origin of the 
coordinate system is at the center of the notch front as shown in Figure 3.5e. For the 10° 




propagate the crack as shown in Figure 3.6a-d. Equation 3.1 was used to map the twisting 
crack surface on the CAD model as shown Figure 3.6e which shows an accurate 
prediction of the twisting crack path in the helicoidal structure.  
 
 
Figure 3.4 Experimental results of helicoidal composite beams with γ = 0°. (a) P-Δ plots. 
(b) 0° sample after crack initiation at Δ = 2.50 mm. (c) 0° sample at Δ = 2.75 mm 






Figure 3.5 Experimental results of helicoidal composite beams with γ = 5°. (a) P-Δ plots. 
(b) 5° sample at Δ = 5 mm showing crack twisting. (c) 5° sample at Δ = 17 mm showing 
crack branching. (d) Cut sample showing twisting crack surface. (e) CAD model of 5° 
sample with the crack mapped from fibers at the crack surface in the experiments and the 





Figure 3.6 Experimental results of helicoidal composite beams with γ = 10°. (a) P-Δ 
plots. (b) 10° sample at Δ = 6 mm showing crack twisting. (c) 10° sample at Δdl = 14.1 
mm showing delamination which is a catastrophic failure. (d) Cut sample showing 
twisting crack surface. (e) CAD model of 10° sample with the crack mapped from fibers 
at the crack surface in the experiments and the characterized twisting crack (Equation 
3.1) showing as the red surface. 
 
In the 5° and 10° samples, I observed that the samples require a larger force to propagate 
the twisting crack which means that the samples become more resistant to further crack. 
This is a piece of evident showing the helicoidal composite provides a fracture resistance 




After the twisting crack propagation, the 5° and 10° samples exhibited a secondary crack 
branching away from the twisting crack as shown in Figure 3.6c and Figure 3.6c, 
respectively. The fibers being in contact with the crack branching surface from the 
experiment are highlighted in the CAD model as shown in Figure 3.7a to get the shape of 
the crack branching surface as shown in Figure 3.7b. The crack branching surface was 
found to start from the twisting crack at the 45°-fiber layer and then propagate in the 
matrix between the helicoidal architecture of fibers as illustrated in Figure 3.7a which 
results in a twisting crack as shown in Figure 3.7b. The crack branching in a twisting 
pattern was found to also require the increase in the required force for crack branching 
propagation. This can be observed in Figure 3.5a and Figure 3.6a where the P-Δ 
behaviors kept increasing for the 5° and 10° samples, respectively, since the drop in force 
is due to delamination which will be discussed later. Therefore, I have another piece of 
evidence that the crack twisting could increase the fracture resistance of the material 
regardless of primary or branching crack. 
 
                          (a)                                                             (b) 
Figure 3.7 (a) CAD model of 5° helicoidal sample highlighting the fibers being in contact 
with the crack branching surface based on the experiments. (b) Crack branching surface 




After crack branching, the 10° samples exhibited a catastrophic delamination at an end of 
the sample as shown in Figure 3.6c which caused a sharp drop in force as shown in the P-
Δ plots in Figure 3.6a. This delamination was observed to have the same behavior as in 
the glass fiber/epoxy sample in Section 3.3.1 where the delamination started in the region 
near the center and then grew to the end of the beam resulting in the catastrophic failure. 
The applied displacement at which catastrophic failure occurred (Δct) is captured from the 
P-Δ plots by averaging the values of Δ at which the force starts to significant drop from 
two repetitive experiments. For the 10° samples, I found that Δct = 12.395 ± 1.604 mm as 
shown in Figure 9d and the force significantly dropped as shown in Figure 9a. 
Nevertheless, the delamination was not seen in the 5° samples in which Δ was up to 
18.650 mm. The tests were limited at such Δ because the samples were bent (due to Δ) so 
much that the bottom of the sample was touching the base of the three-point bending 
instrument. A larger three-point bending which allows very large flexure is required to 
yield further P-Δ behavior. For the 0° samples, the catastrophic failure is due to the 
straight crack from the notch tip causing the splitting of the sample which was at Δct = 
2.223 ± 0.197 mm as shown in Figure 3.4a. 
The 30° and 45° samples showed neither crack at the notch tip nor the twisted crack but, 
instead, they had a catastrophic delamination at an end of the samples with a drop in 
force at Δct = 7.713 ± 0.198 mm for 30° samples and at Δct = 8.397 ± 0.257 mm for 45° 






                                      (a)                                                                          (b) 
Figure 3.8 Experimental results and P-Δ plots of helicoidal composite samples with (a) γ 
= 30° and (b) γ = 45° showing an only catastrophic failure by delamination. 
 
The Δct is normalized by Δct,0°, i.e. Δct for the 0° samples, which is plotted against γ in 
Figure 3.9a. I would like to note that the 5° samples did not show the delamination at the 
end of the test where Δ = 18.650 mm which possibly indicates that larger value of Δct is 
required to have delamination in the 5° samples. Figure 3.9a indicates that Δct/Δct,0° tends 
to increase from γ = 0° to 5° and then decreases at γ > 5°. In addition, the fracture 
toughness at catastrophic failure (KIC) is determined from the force at Δct by using the 
equation proposed by Anderson, 2005. The normalized KIC /KIC,0° where KIC, 0° is KIC for 
the 0° samples is plotted against γ which is shown in Figure 3.9b which shows that KIC 









Figure 3.9 The plots of (a) Δct/Δct,0° and (b) KIC/KIC,0° against γ from the experiments on 
the 3D-printing composite samples. The 5° samples require larger Δct/Δct,0° to have 






3.4 Concluding remarks 
In this chapter, I investigate the fracture behaviors of a prototype of the bio-inspired 
helicoidal composite based on the Bouligand structure in the stomatopod dactyl club 
under quasi-static uniaxial loading condition. Two materials were used for the helicoidal 
composite which are the glass fiber/epoxy prepreg and 3D printing materials. The 
experimental results show that cracks only occurred in the matrix as I designed. The 3D 
printing and glass fiber/epoxy samples with helicoidal structure were shown to have 
crack growing in the matrix between the helicoidal architecture of fibers resulting in the 
twisting crack. The increase in the required applied force was observed during the 
twisting crack propagation which indicates the increase in fracture resistance of the 
sample.  
From the experimental observations, the unidirectional samples were shown to have a 
straight crack resulting in a catastrophic failure by splitting of the samples. For the 
helicoidal samples, three competing damage mechanisms were observed in the 
experiments which are the twisting crack, crack branching, and delamination. In the 
smaller γ, I observed that the twisting crack was favorable at the beginning and then a 
secondary crack branched away from the twisting crack and kept propagating in the 
twisting pattern as illustrated in Figure 3.7. The increase in fracture resistance was 
observed during these two damage mechanisms. This finding substantiates that the 
twisting crack increases the fracture resistance regardless of the location of crack 
initiation. Finally, the delamination took place when the force required to keep growing 




γ (30° and 45°), the samples did not have any crack at the notch and the delamination was 
observed which eventually leads to catastrophic failure as shown in Figure 3.9. 
The crack branching in the helicoidal composite under uniaxial loading condition was 
found to have a twisting pattern which grows out of the primary twisting crack from the 
45° fiber layer as shown in Figure 3.7b. From this finding, I estimate the crack 
propagation pattern in an infinite domain of the helicoidal composite under uniaxial 
loading condition that the branching crack will keep growing until reaching infinity at 90° 
fiber layer as shown in Figure 3.10a under the condition that there will be no fiber 
breakage. The front view (XY-plane) of this crack propagation is shown in Figure 3.10b. 
If I allow the fiber breakage, the fibers in the layers near and at 90° will be broken. 
Subsequently, a new crack front will start in the matrix between fibers in the layer 
beyond the 90° layer and the crack will propagate in the twisting pattern as shown in 
Figure 3.11. In this study, I call such pattern of a crack growing in an infinite domain of 
the helicoidal composite under uniaxial loading condition “zigzag-twisting crack”. 
Another damage mechanism that could possibly happen but is not observed in this study 
is the fiber breakage which could also cause a catastrophic failure. The reason why I did 
not observe the fiber breakage is because I design the sample to have a very weak matrix 
in comparison with the fibers. Other composite materials where the differences in 
strength, elasticity, and toughness of fibers and matrix are not significant will potentially 









Figure 3.10 Crack branching in an infinite domain of helicoidal structure estimated from 
the experimental observation. (a) Isometric view. (b) XY-plane view. 
 
 
Figure 3.11 Zigzag-twisting crack in the helicoidal structure under uniaxial loading 
condition 
 
A cross section of the front view (XY-plane) of the zigzag-twisting crack in Figure 3.11 is 




zigzag twisting crack is shown in Figure 3.12b which shows that the twisting crack 
propagation increases KIC until fibers are broken at the layers near 90° layer. After fiber 
breakage, the propagation of the new crack that forms above the 90° layer will lead to the 
decrease of KIC because the crack front is now twisting back to 180° (or new 0°). Such 
decrease in KIC can only be observed in a displacement-controlled experiment. The 
fracture behavior repeats after the crack reaches the 180° layer as shown in Figure 3.12. 
The finding in this chapter supports the hypothesis that the twisting crack is behind the 
high fracture resistance in the helicoidal composite. More careful examination on the 
twisting crack propagation in the helicoidal composite is experimentally and 
computationally carried out in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, respectively. 
 
                               (a)                                                                 (b) 
Figure 3.12 (a) Cross-section of the front view of the twisting crack propagation in an 
infinite domain of the helicoidal structure under uniaxial loading condition with (b) 




CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENTS ON TWISTING CRACKS 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, more careful examination on the twisting crack is then carried out by 
designing new experiments that can control the crack propagation path, namely the pre-
defined interface experiment. The pre-defined interface sample is a single-material solid 
beam being embedded with a weak interface at the notch tip. The interface is designed to 
be a pre-defined crack propagation path, which allows us to study a specific crack 
propagation pattern based on the shape of the interface. This leads to the purpose of the 
experiment on the pre-defined interface sample that I want to study the fracture 
mechanisms of the twisting crack found in the helicoidal composite and to prove our 
hypothesis that the twisting crack is the cause of the high fracture resistance. 
Consequently, the sample was embedded with a twisting interface that resembles the 
twisting crack growing in a helicoidal composite which I experimentally observed from 
the experiments on the helicoidal composite samples in Chapter 3. Figure 4.1 shows a 
schematic of a pre-defined interface sample with a twisting interface in which the crack is 
forced to grow along the X direction. The geometry of the twisting interface is derived 
from the twisting crack pattern found in the experimental results of the helicoidal 






Figure 4.1 Pre-defined interface sample for three-point bending experiment containing a 
twisting interface following Equation 3.1 and starting at the notch tip of a solid beam. 
 
is related to the helicoidal composite through independent parameters γ and d as shown 
later on in Equation 3.1. Considering the study on the helicoidal composite samples 
where d is constant and γ is varied, I study a series of the twisting interface with γ = 0°, 5°, 
10°, and 30° while d is constant. It should be noted that the γ = 0° interface is basically 
the straight interface.  
 
4.2 Experiments 
The pre-defined interface samples were designed to study the specific crack propagation 
patterns which are the twisting cracks occurred in the helicoidal composite in this study. 
The interface is weaker than the solid part of the sample in terms of elasticity, fracture 
strength, and toughness to act as the path for crack growth. The geometry of the twisting 
interface follows Equation 3.1 which is described by γ and d as shown in Figure 4.1. In 
this study, I performed experiments on the pre-defined interface beam samples with γ = 




occurred in the helicoidal composite samples before another failure mechanisms showing 
up.  The dimensions of the interface samples are the same the composite beam samples in 
Chapter 3 which are H = 29.7 mm, W = H, h = H/3, and L = 6H. In the 0° interface 
samples, the interface is straight and has the length from the notch tip of 0.5H. I did not 
put the straight interface all the way through the sample to facilitate the experimental 
procedure as it would cause the sample to be so weak that it could be broken while 
removing from the 3D printer tray or while handling. In the twisting interface samples (γ 
= 5°, 10°, and 30°), the interface front is twisted up to when the interface front orienting 
70º respect with the notch front. The 70º limit is chosen here because the experiment on 
the helicoidal composite in Chapter 3 did not have the twisting crack at the surface of the 
samples going beyond the 70º fiber layer due to other damage mechanisms taking place. 
The samples were 3D printed where the CAD models of the 0°, 5°, 10°, and 30° interface 
samples are shown in Figure 4.2a-d, respectively. The constant thickness of the interface 
(t) is 0.5 mm which follows the spacing between fibers in the composite samples. The 
solid part in the pre-defined interface samples is made of RGD835 (Stratasys Ltd., USA) 
which is the fiber’s material in composite samples and the interface is made of 
FullCure705 (Stratasys Ltd., USA) which is the matrix’s material in composite samples. 
The 3D-printing prototypes of the 0°, 5°, 10°, and 30° interface samples are shown in 





    
(a)                                                                        (b) 
    
(c)                                                                        (d) 
Figure 4.2 CAD models of the pre-defined interface beams with (a) γ = 0°, (b) γ = 5°, (c) 
γ = 10°, and (d) γ = 30° where t = 0.1 mm. 
 
     
(a)                                                                           (b) 
     
(c)                                                                           (d) 
Figure 4.3 3D-printing prototypes of the pre-defined interface samples with (a) γ = 0°, (b) 




The pre-defined interface samples were subjected to the three-point bending tests with 
0.2 mm/min displacement rate and S = 4H. DIC was used to measure the deformation 
field and to track the crack propagation during experiments. Each type of the interface 
samples was 3D printed and tested twice for repetitive tests. The P-Δ behaviors of all 
samples are plotted in Figure 4.4 and the DIC images of the ߝ௒௒ field are shown in Figure 
4.5. In the 0° interface samples, the crack followed the straight interface as shown in 
Figure 4.5a while the force decreasing as shown in Figure 4.4. The force decreasing as 
crack growing straight is the same behavior as what I saw when the crack growing in the 
0° composite samples (see Figure 3.4b and c). In the 5° and 10° interface samples, the 
crack followed the twisting interface as shown in Figure 4.5b and c, respectively, while 
the required force to propagate the crack increasing. This means that it is more difficult to 
propagate the crack in the twisting pattern which indicates the increase in fracture 
resistance in the samples. This is the same as what I observed in the helicoidal composite 
samples in which the crack was propagating through the matrix in helicoidal fiber 
arrangement and formed a twisted pattern. This is a piece of evidence showing that the 
twisting crack is a cause of the increase in fracture resistance in the helicoidal composite. 
In the twisting interface samples, I observed two competing damage mechanisms which 
are crack following the interface and crack growing into the solid part. The crack initially 
followed the interface and then grew into the solid part as shown Figure 4.6a-c for the 5°, 
10°, and 30° interface samples, respectively. The crack following the twisting interface 
was favorable at the beginning. However, after the increase of fracture resistance, such 




from the path provided by the interface and growing into the solid part which caused 
catastrophic failure to the samples. This behavior is similar to the competing mechanism 
of a crack growing in two dissimilar materials where the angle of the crack direction and 
material properties play important roles (He and Hutchinson, 1989, Hutchinson and Suo, 
1991, Veljkovic, 2005). For the 30° interface sample, I did not observe the crack in the 
interface but instead the crack grew directly through the solid part as shown in Figure 
4.6c. 
For 5º and 10º interface samples, the crack growing into the solid part was found to 
initiate at the twisting interface at which the crack front being approximately 45º respect 
with Z-axis. Subsequently, the crack grew in a twisting pattern converging to the center 
of the beam where the load is applied as shown in Figure 4.6a and Figure 4.6b. I observed 
that such pattern is similar to the crack branching out of the twisting crack in the 
helicoidal composite in Figure 3.5c and Figure 3.6c (Chapter 3). The crack growing into 
the solid started out of the twisting interface at approximately 45º orientation of crack 
front respect with Z-axis while the crack branching also started out of the primary 






Figure 4.4 The P-Δ plots from the experimental results of the pre-defined interface beams 
with γ = 0°, 5°, 10°, and 30°. 
 
 
                                           (a) 
      
(c)                                                              (d) 
Figure 4.5 DIC analyses of ߝ௒௒ from the experimental results of (a) 0° interface sample at 





     
                                           (a)                                                (b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 4.6 Crack growing into the solid part of the pre-defined interface samples with (a) 
γ = 0°, (b) γ = 5°, and (c) γ = 10°. 
 
4.3 Concluding remarks 
In this chapter, the experiments on the 3D printing pre-defined interface samples were 
employed to examine fracture mechanisms in the twisting crack that was observed in the 
experiments of the helicoidal composite in Chapter 3. The experimental study on the pre-
defined interface samples was shown to provide the increase in fracture resistance for the 
crack following the twisting interface twisting crack propagation. This substantiates that 
the twisting crack causes the increase in the fracture resistance. More careful examination 
on the twisting crack is carried out in Chapter 5 through a computational modeling. In-
depth discussions and analyses on the experimental results are explained together with 




In the pre-defined interface samples, I observed two competing damage mechanisms 
which are crack growing in the interface and crack growing into the solid part. In the 
small γ interface samples (γ = 5º and 10º), the crack first followed the twisting interface 
while the required force to propagate the crack increased and subsequently the crack 
grew into the solid part and resulted in a catastrophic failure. For the 30º interface 
samples, I did not observe the crack in the interface but instead the crack grew directly 






CHAPTER 5. COMPUTATIONAL MODELING ON TWISTING CRACKS 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter investigates the mechanisms behind the increase of fracture resistance in the 
twisting crack occurred in the helicoidal composite. In this study, the three-point bending 
experiments on the pre-defined interface samples with γ = 0°, 5°, 10°, and 30° were 
simulated by using non-linear finite element method in FEAP (Zienkiewicz and Taylor, 
1977). An intrinsic cohesive zone model (CZM) (Xu and Needleman, 1994) is used to 
describe the fracture behaviors within the interface. A schematic of the simulation model 
is shown in Figure 5.1 where the sample is subjected to Δ in –X direction. The solid part 
of the sample is discretized into tetrahedral elements with the smallest element size of 0.1 
mm located at the interface. The mechanical properties of the solid part (RGD835) is 
obtained from the manufacturer (Stratasys Ltd., USA) which gives Young’s modulus (E) 
of 2 GPa and Poisson’s ratio (ν) of 0.3. The interface is represented by cohesive interface 
elements following a traction-separation law to simulate the crack propagation process 
(Zavattieri et al., 2008, Espinosa and Zavattieri, 2003a, Espinosa and Zavattieri, 2003b, 
Zavattieri et al., 2001, Pandolfi et al., 2000). In this study, I allow the crack to propagate 





Figure 5.1 Schematic of the pre-defined interface sample model for simulations with 
boundary conditions. 
 
5.2 Cohesive behaviors of the interface 
The interface in the pre-defined interface samples has more compliance, lower strength, 
and toughness in comparison with the solid part. In this study, I assume that the interface 
deforms elastically with its cohesive properties following a bi-linear traction-separation 
law in both normal and tangential directions (Xu and Needleman, 1994, Ortiz and 
Pandolfi, 1999, Espinosa and Zavattieri, 2003, Zavattieri, 2006).  
The behavior of the cohesive interface in the normal and tangential directions are referred 
as normal and shear modes, respectively. The normal and shear tractions ( ௡ܶ, ௧ܶ) and 






















Where ௠ܶ௔௫ denotes the normal cohesive strength of the interface and ߬௠௔௫ denotes the 
shear cohesive strength of the interface. ߜ௡ and ߜ௧ denote the normal and shear 
displacement jumps at failure, respectively. ߣ௖௥ denotes the critical dimensionless 
effective displacement jump. The value of ߣ∗ is given by ߣ∗ = ݉ܽݔ(ߣ௠௔௫ , ߣ) where 
ߣ௠௔௫ = ߣ௖௥ at the beginning and ߣ௠௔௫ = ߣ when ߣ > ߣ௠௔௫ (Espinosa and Zavattieri, 
2003; Zavattieri, 2006). The dimensionless effective displacement jump (ߣ) is given by: 







       (5.3) 
When ߣ < ߣ௖௥, the cohesive behaviors in the interface exhibit linear elastic response 
based on the normal and shear stiffness of the interface (݇௡ , ݇௧,) which can be expressed 
as: ݇௡ = ௠ܶ௔௫ (ߣ௖௥ߜ௡)⁄  and ݇௧ = ߬௠௔௫ ߣ௖௥ߜ௧⁄ . It should be noted that ݇௡ and ݇௧ represent 
the stiffnesses of the interface that is weak in term of stiffness, strength, and toughness in 
comparison with the solid part and hence governs the overall mechanical response of the 
samples. When ߣ = ߣ௖௥, the tractions in the interface reach their maximum values. 
Subsequently, the interface starts to dissipate the energy as the tractions linearly 
decreases until ௡ܶ = ௧ܶ = 0 at ߣ = 1 which indicates the interface failure. In this study, I 
assume that the interface fails immediately after ߣ = ߣ௖௥ (which means I assume ߣ௖௥ = 1) 
because the characteristic of the material of the interface is very weak. The plots of the 
normal and shear traction-separation behaviors of the interface based on Equation 5.1 and 
(3) and the assumption of ߣ௖௥ = 1 are shown in Figure 5.2a and b, respectively. The fact 




means that I assume the fracture process zone to be negligible. This is a result of using a 
very particular interface with very compliant, soft, and weak behaviors.  
The energy dissipations of the interface at failure under normal mode and shear mode are 
the critical normal and shear energy release rate (ܩூ௖, ܩூூ௖) which can be calculated from 
the area under the traction-separation curve of the interface as: 
  ܩூ௖ = ∫ ௡ܶ݀ݑ௡ఋ೙଴        (5.4a) 
  ܩூூ௖ = ∫ ௧ܶ݀ݑ௧ఋ೟଴        (5.4b) 
Based on the traction-separation law in this study, the independent cohesive parameters 
in normal and shear modes that I need to characterize are ( ௠ܶ௔௫, ݇௡) and (߬௠௔௫, ݇௧), 
respectively. The ܩூ௖ and ܩூூ௖ can be subsequently determined from ( ௠ܶ௔௫, ݇௡) and 
(߬௠௔௫, ݇௧) by using Equation 5.4. The characterizations of the cohesive interface are 
divided into mode I and mode II properties which are characterized from the three-point 
bending experiments on the straight interface sample and from the end-notch flexural 
tests, respectively (see in Appendix A). The characterizations give ௠ܶ௔௫ = 0.68 – 0.82 
MPa and ݇௡ = 2.5×10
10 – 4×1010 N/m in normal mode and ߬௠௔௫ = 0.021 – 0.050 MPa 
and ݇௧ = 3×10
8 – 1×109 N/m in shear mode which give ܩூ௖ = 8.405 – 9.248 J/m
2 and ܩூூ௖ 
= 0.735 – 1.250 J/m2. This means that the shear mode of the interface is more compliant, 
weaker in strength, less tough than the normal mode. The effect of the weak shear mode 




     
(a)                                                                             (b) 
Figure 5.2 Traction-separation behaviors of the interface in (a) normal mode and (b) 
shear mode based on Equation 5.1 and 5.2.  
 
5.3 Simulations results 
The simulation results of the three-point bending experiment on the pre-defined interface 
samples with γ = 0°, 5°, 10°, and 30° were employed with the cohesive properties 
showing in Table 5.1. The cohesive interface is discretized into triangular prism elements 
with a uniform element size of 0.1 mm as shown in Figure 5.3a-d for 0°, 5°, 10°, and 30° 
interface samples, respectively. The simulation results of the three-point bending 
experiment on the pre-defined interface samples with γ = 0°, 5°, 10°, and 30° at various Δ 
are shown in Figure 5.4a – d, respectively, with the contour of von-Mises stress (ߪఔ). The 
crack propagation in the interface of the samples is also observed from the simulations 
which show that the crack initiates at the middle of the notch front in all samples as 
shown in Figure 5.4. It should be noted that the crack occurs when ߣ = 1 as defined in the 
traction-separation law. Subsequently, the crack starts to expand along the notch front 
while the crack at the middle keeps growing into the interface which results in a curve 





















         
(a)                                                              (b) 
         
(c)                                                              (d) 
Figure 5.3. The simulation models with discretized cohesive interface (red) of the pre-





The P-Δ plots from the simulations are compared with the experiments and are shown in 
Figure 5.5 where the dash and solid lines are experiments and simulations, respectively. 
The simulations also show the increase in fracture resistance of the twisting interface 
samples as seen in the experiments. More analyses of the simulation results are discussed 
with the experimental results in Section 5. 
 
Figure 5.4 Simulation results showing ߪ௏ெ  contours of the three-point bending 
experiments on the pre-defined interface samples with (a) γ = 0° at Δ = 0.067 mm and 






Figure 5.5 Comparison of P-Δ behaviors between the results from simulations (solid 
lines) and experiments (dashed lines) of the three-point bending tests on pre-defined 
interface samples with γ = 0°, 5°, 10°, and 30°. The small force drop indicates where ௖ܲ௥ 
and ∆௖௥ are captured. 
 
5.4 Discussions 
The results from the experiments on the 3D printing composite samples and the 
experiments and the simulations on the pre-defined interface samples are analyzed and 
discussed in four aspects; crack initiation, quantifying fracture resistance in the crack 
twisting, mechanisms behind the high fracture resistance in the twisting crack, and the 





5.4.1 Crack initiation 
In the simulations of the tests on the pre-defined interface samples, I found that the 
samples with higher values of γ require larger ∆ to have crack initiation as shown in 
Figure 5.4. Similarly, the experiments in Chapter 4 show that the crack at the surface of 
the sample with higher values of γ (observed through DIC) occurred at larger	∆. 
Therefore, I quantify the crack initiation by looking at the fracture toughness at crack 
initiation (ܭூ஼) and the critical displacement (∆௖௥), i.e. displacement at crack initiation. I 
would like to note that ܭூ஼  is calculated from the force at crack initiation by using the 
equation proposed by Anderson, 2005. 
The simulations show that the crack initiation occurs at the middle of the notch front as 
shown in Figure 5.4 with a small drop of the force as shown in Figure 5.5. Hence, I can 
capture ܭூ஼  and ∆௖௥ from the simulations by looking at two criteria; the crack initiated at 
the middle and the drop of force. Nevertheless, the crack initiation in the experiments in 
Chapter 4 cannot be clearly identified because I can only see the surface of the samples. 
Therefore, I estimate the range of ܭூ஼  and ∆௖௥ from the experiments by looking at the 
small force drop before the crack appearing at the surface of the sample. The ܭூ஼  and ∆௖௥ 
from the simulations (circles) and the experiments (squares with error bars) are plotted 
against γ and are shown in Figure 5.6. It should be noted that there is no experimental 
data of ܭூ஼  and ∆௖௥ from the 30° interface samples because they did not show any drop in 
force and no sign of visible crack within the interface throughout the tests until the crack 




ܭூ஼  and ∆௖௥ of the 30° interface samples from the simulation as I can see the crack 
initiation in the middle of the sample. 
The plots of ܭூ஼  and ∆௖௥ against γ in Figure 5.6 show that both ܭூ஼  and ∆௖௥ tends to 
increase linearly with γ for γ ≥ 5º. On the other hand, the relationships seem to be non-
linear for γ < 5º. The increase of ܭூ஼  and ∆௖௥ in the twisting crack shows that the crack 
growing on a twisted pattern does not only cause the increase in the required force to 
propagate the crack (increase in fracture resistance) but also in the required force to 
initiate the crack. 
 
 
Figure 5.6 Plots of ܭூ஼  (left) and ∆௖௥ (right) against γ from the simulations (circles) and 
the experiments (squares with error bars) of the three-point bending tests on the pre-





5.4.2 Fracture resistance in twisting crack 
The P-Δ plots from the experimental and computational results of the tests on the pre-
defined interface samples in Figure 5.5 show the increase in fracture resistance for the 
crack growing in the twisting pattern. In this part, I observe the fracture resistance by 
looking at the amount of the required Δ to propagate the crack to the same distance and 
the required Δ to create the same area of crack.  
First, two crack paths within the interface are investigated which are in the middle of the 
sample and at the surface of the sample as shown in Figure 5.7. The crack propagation 
distance along the paths at the middle and at the surface are called ݏ௠ and ݏ௦, 
respectively. The paths of ݏ௦ are different for all interfaces as shown in Figure 5.7. I 
extracted ݏ௦ from the simulations and from the DIC analysis of the experiments and then 
plot it against γ for all samples in Figure 5.8a. The ݏ௦-γ plots show that a crack growing in 
a twisting pattern requires more Δ to propagate the same distance as a crack growing in a 
straight pattern (γ = 0º). This is an evidence of the increase in fracture resistance due to 
crack twisting. Additionally, the crack twisting with larger γ has higher fracture resistance 
as shown by the increase in required Δ to propagate the crack to the same distance as in a 
lower γ pattern. Similarly, I extracted ݏ௠ from the simulations and plot it against γ in 
Figure 5.8b which shows the same behavior as in the ݏ௦-γ plots where the fracture 
resistance is higher in the twisting crack propagation with larger γ. It should be noted that 
ݏ௠ cannot be obtained from the experiments because I can only see the surface of the 
samples. Additionally, the ݏ௠-γ plots give the information on ∆௖௥ for all samples as 




Moreover, I substantiate the claim that the interface with larger γ needs higher Δ to grow 
the crack by plotting the area of crack (ܣ஼) at every increment of Δ for all interface 
samples which is shown in Figure 5.8c. The ܣ஼-Δ plots also show that the interface 
samples with larger γ require more Δ to create the same area of crack.  
 
 
Figure 5.7 Models of the interfaces with γ = 0°, 5°, 10°, and 30° showing the path of ݏ௠ 





   
                                     (a)                                                                    (b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 5.8 (a) ݏ௦-γ plots from the simulations (lines) and the experiments (symbols with 
error bars) of the pre-defined interface samples. (b) ݏ௠-γ plots from the simulations of the 
pre-defined interface samples. (c) ܣ஼-Δ plots showing the area of crack within the 
interfaces at corresponding Δ. 
 
The analyses on the pre-defined interface samples from both experiments and simulations 
show that the crack growth with higher values of γ can provide better fracture resistance. 
Nevertheless, this is the case only when I force the crack to grow in the specified twisting 




anywhere in between the fibers. In the helicoidal composite samples in Chapter 3, the 
twisting crack was only observed in lower values of γ (5º and 10º) while the larger γ 
samples (30º and 45º) only had a catastrophic failure as a delamination occurred at much 
less Δ as shown in Figure 3.9. In addition, the γ = 5º composite samples did not show 
catastrophic failure at much larger Δ than the γ = 10º composite samples. Additionally, I 
believe that the reason that the γ = 10º composite samples failed at smaller Δ than the γ = 
5º composite samples is because the helicoidal composite with lower γ tends to be 
preferable to propagate the twisting crack and consequently to maintain the twisting crack 
propagation. Therefore, I speculate that the helicoidal composite with smaller γ is better 
for preventing or delaying a catastrophic failure due to the presence of the twisting crack 
propagation. 
 
5.4.3 Mechanisms behind high fracture resistance in twisting crack 
The experimental and computational study on the crack twisting shows that the twisting 
crack could be the cause the increase in fracture resistance. Therefore, further 
investigations on the results from both experiments and simulations were employed to 
explain possible mechanisms behind the increase in fracture resistance when crack 
twisting.  
The first mechanism is the variation in the areas of the crack growing in different 
interface patterns. Figure 5.7 compares the interfaces with γ = 0°, 5°, 10°, and 30° which 




volume. This leads to the increment of required energy release rate to create the twisting 
crack surface and the improvement of energy dissipation. In other words, the required 
applied force to grow the twisting crack is higher which results in the increase in fracture 
resistance. Nevertheless, the increase in crack surface area is not the only fracture 
resistance mechanism in the twisting as Figure 5.8c shows that the twisting cracks require 
larger applied force to create the same crack area as the straight crack. I hypothesize that 
another possible mechanism behind the high fracture resistance in the twisting crack is a 
change in local fracture mode at the twisting crack front leading to a mode mixity effect 
during twisting crack propagation. I investigate the mode mixity effect by looking at the 
evolution of fracture energy in normal and shear modes (ܩூ, ܩூூ) during crack 
propagation in the interface. In particular, ܩூ and ܩூூ are a function of Δ and are 
determined from the history-dependent traction-separation behaviors in the normal and 
shear modes from the simulation results. This is achieved by recording the area under the 
individual normal and shear traction-separation curves and subtracting any remaining 
elastic energy (ܩூ௘௟, ܩூூ௘௟) which can be mathematically expressed as: 
  ܩூ = ∫ ௡ܶ݀ݑ௡௨೙଴ − ܩூ௘௟      (5.5a) 
  ܩூூ = ∫ ௧ܶ݀ݑ௧௨೟଴ − ܩூூ௘௟      (5.5b) 
Since the interface is assumed to initially deform as linear elastic material, the normal 
and shear elastic energies can be calculated as ܩூ௘௟ = 0.5 ௡ܶݑ௡ and ܩூூ௘௟ = 0.5 ௧ܶݑ௧, 
respectively. It should be noted that	 ௡ܶ, ݑ௡, ௧ܶ, and ݑ௧ were directly obtained at every 




mapping technique to map the 3D interface onto a 2D plane while preserving the length 
of the interface front as shown in Figure 5.9. This allows us to compare the surface of the 
crack from a 2D point of view in XZ plane. This mapping technique is done by 
transforming the coordinate Z into a mapped coordinate ܼ௠ by: 
  ܼ௠ = ܻ sin߶ + ܼ cos߶      (5.6) 
Where ߶ denotes the twisted angle, i.e., the angle between the twisting interface front and 
the notch front as shown in Figure 5.9. Since the front of the twisting interface rotates 
about X axis along X direction, the angle ߶ is only a function X.  
Figure 5.10 shows dimensionless ܩூ ܩூ௖⁄  and ܩூூ ܩூூ௖⁄  contours in the mapped interfaces 
of γ = 0º at Δ = 0.1mm, and γ = 5º, 10º, and 30º at Δ=0.3mm. The regions without color 
(or white color) within the interface refer to the part of the interface that is intact or, in 
other words, energy dissipation has not yet occurred at the specified Δ. Considering that I 
assume the fracture process zone to be negligible (ߣ௖௥ = 1), the energy dissipation can be 
used as an indicator for the region of the crack. Therefore, the crack front at the specified 
Δ can be identified by the boundary of the region having energy dissipation as shown in 






Figure 5.9 Mapping technique for transforming 3D interface into a 2D plane which used 
for better visualization of crack in the different interface geometries in the 2D view. 
 
The contour plots of ܩூ ܩூ௖⁄  and ܩூூ ܩூூ௖⁄  in the γ = 0º interface (Figure 5.10) show that 
the straight crack dissipates the energy only in normal mode with ܩூ ܩூ௖⁄  = 1 and 
ܩூூ ܩூூ௖⁄  = 0. On the other hand, the twisting crack propagation is under both normal and 
shear modes as both ܩூ ܩூ௖⁄ ≠ 0 and ܩூூ ܩூூ௖⁄ ≠ 0 as shown in Figure 5.10. This means 
that the twisting crack propagation undergoes the fracture mode mixity. The crack in the 
location with larger ߶(ܺ) and/or |Z| show a smaller ܩூ ܩூ௖⁄  and a higher	ܩூூ ܩூூ௖⁄  which 
means higher degree of the fracture mode mixity. Additionally, the crack growing in the 
twisting interfaces with larger γ tends to have lower ܩூ ܩூ௖⁄  and higher ܩூூ ܩூூ௖⁄  as shown 
in the plots of average values of ܩூ ܩூ௖⁄  and ܩூூ ܩூூ௖⁄  ((ܩூ ܩூ௖⁄ )௔௩௚ and (ܩூூ ܩூூ௖⁄ )௔௩௚) 
against γ in Figure 5.11. This means that the crack growing in a larger γ interface has 
higher degree of the fracture mode mixity. This finding corresponds with the previous 
finding in simulation results and in the experiments in Chapter 4 that a sample with larger 
γ leads to a higher fracture resistance. Therefore, I speculate that the fracture mode mixity 





Figure 5.10 Contours of dimensionless ܩூ ܩூ௖⁄  (left) and ܩூூ ܩூூ௖⁄  (right) the crack in the 
mapped interfaces of γ = 0º at Δ = 0.1mm, γ = 5º, γ = 10º, and γ = 30º at Δ = 0.3mm, from 







Figure 5.11. Plots of (ܩூ ܩூ௖⁄ )௔௩௚ and (ܩூூ ܩூூ௖⁄ )௔௩௚ against γ extracted from dissipated 
energies in the crack region of the interfaces with γ = 5º, 10º, and 30º at Δ = 0.3mm (see 
Figure 5.10) where the crack in γ = 0º interface always has ܩூ ܩூ௖⁄  = 1 and ܩூூ ܩூூ௖⁄  = 0 
due to a pure normal mode behavior. 
 
5.4.4 Effect of weak shear mode in the interface 
I study the effect of the shear mode of the interface being more compliant, weaker in 
strength, and less tough than the normal mode, referred to as weak shear mode, by 
comparing with the case that the stiffness, strength, and toughness in normal and shear 
modes are the same, refer to as isotropic interface. The pre-defined interface samples 
with isotropic interface were simulated by following the description in Section 5.1 where 
the cohesive properties in shear mode are defined to be the same as in normal mode. 
The P-Δ plots from the simulations of the isotropic interface samples are shown and 
compared with the weak shear interface samples in Figure 5.12a. The simulations show 




   
       (a)                                                                           (b) 
Figure 5.12 (a) Comparisons of the P-Δ response between the simulations results of the 
pre-defined interface samples with the isotropic interface (solid) and weak shear interface 
(dash). (b) The plots of ܦ௉௖௥ and ܦ∆௖௥ against γ showing the variation of ௖ܲ௥ and ∆௖௥ 
between the isotropic and weak shear interface samples. 
 
resistance in the twisting crack. The comparisons show that the variation between the 
isotropic and weak shear interface samples only occurs in the twisting interfaces. This is 
because the straight interface (γ = 0º) sample only undergoes a pure normal mode and, 
consequently, any variation in shear mode does not take effect. The difference of the P-Δ 
response in the twisting interface samples is quantified by plotting the percentage of 
differences in ௖ܲ௥ and ∆௖௥ (ܦ௉௖௥ and ܦ∆௖௥) against γ as shown in Figure 5.12b. The ܦ௉௖௥ 
and ܦ∆௖௥ are calculated by the differences of ௖ܲ௥ and ∆௖௥ between the weak shear and 
isotropic interface samples respect with the isotropic interface samples. Figure 5.12b 
shows that the effect of the weak shear interface on the P-Δ response seems to be fairly 
small with the highest ܦ௉௖௥ = 14.27% and ܦ∆௖௥ = 3.75% even though the shear properties 




magnitude in terms of strength and stiffness and by one order of magnitude in term of 
critical energy release rate (see Table 5.1).  
Further comparisons were employed to investigate the effect of the weak shear mode on 
the crack propagation within the interface. I compare the ݏ௠-Δ, ݏ௦-Δ, and ܣ஼-Δ responses 
as shown in Figure 5.13a-c, respectively. The comparisons show that the interfaces with a 
shear mode that is weaker than the normal mode require less Δ to propagate the twisting 
crack to the same distance as in the isotropic interfaces along the paths of ݏ௠ and ݏ௦ as 
shown in Figure 5.13a and b, respectively. Additionally, the weak shear interfaces require 
less Δ to create the same ܣ஼  as in the isotropic interfaces as shown in Figure 5.13c. I also 
found that the variation of the ݏ௠-Δ response is small relative to the ݏ௦-Δ responses. This 
is because the crack propagation in the ݏ௠ path (middle of interface) is at the region with 
ܩூ ܩூ௖⁄ → 1 and ܩூூ ܩூூ௖⁄ → 0 as shown in Figure 5.10. This means that the crack 
propagation in the ݏ௠ path is mainly driven by a normal mode. On the other hand, the 
crack propagation along the ݏ௦ paths undergoes higher degree of fracture mode mixity as 
ܩூ ܩூ௖⁄  being lower and ܩூூ ܩூூ௖⁄  being higher near the side border of the interfaces as 
shown in Figure 5.10. Therefore, the weak shear interface tends to have more influence at 
which the crack propagation is mainly driven by shear mode.  
The simulations of both weak shear and isotropic cases in the twisting interface samples 
show the increase in fracture resistance. From these comparisons, the interface with a 
shear mode that is weaker by two order of magnitude and less tough by one order of 
magnitude than the normal mode has a small influence on the overall mechanical 




Nevertheless, the influence of the weak shear interface becomes noticeable when looking 
at the aspect of crack propagation, especially at the region where the crack is driven 
mainly by a shear mode. The twisting crack propagation in the weak shear interface 
requires less Δ compared with the isotropic interface.  
 
   




Figure 5.13 Comparisons between the simulations of the pre-defined interface samples 
with weak shear interface (solid) and isotropic interface (dash) in (a) ݏ௠-Δ plots, (b) ݏ௦-Δ 




5.5 Concluding remarks 
In this chapter, the numerical analysis on the 3D printing pre-defined interface samples 
was employed to examine the hypothesis in this study that the twisting crack is a cause of 
the increase in fracture resistance. The simulations on the twisting interface samples were 
shown to provide the increase in fracture resistance by looking at three parameters; ݏ௦, 
ݏ௠, and ܣ஼ . This finding substantiates that the twisting crack is the cause of the increase 
in fracture resistance. Additionally, the increase in ௖ܲ௥ and ∆௖௥ was observed in the 
interface samples with larger γ which indicates that the twisting crack could also help 
delay the crack initiation. 
I investigate two mechanisms that could be behind the increase in fracture resistance in 
the twisting crack propagation. First, a twisting crack has larger surface area than the 
straight crack which means more energy is required to create the twisting crack and 
consequently results in higher fracture resistance. The second mechanism is believed to 
be the fracture mode mixity localized in the twisting crack propagation. The fracture 
mode mixity in the twisting crack was shown by a combination of local energy release 
rates in normal and shear mode during twisting crack propagation from the numerical 
analysis. The higher degree of the fracture mode mixity was found in the twisting crack 
with larger γ which corresponds to the increase in fracture resistance.  
The simulations of the experiments on the pre-defined interface samples show that a 
twisting crack with larger γ tends to have a better fracture resistance. Nevertheless, this is 




experiment in Chapter 4, the twisting crack did not occur in the large γ interface samples 
where the catastrophic failure by crack growing into the solid part took place instead. 
Therefore, too large γ can negate the increase in fracture resistance feature due to no 
twisting crack can occur. Moreover, the results from the helicoidal composite in Chapter 
3 suggest that the presence of the twisting crack can be delayed the catastrophic 
failure .in a smaller γ samples where the twisting crack was observed.  
In addition, since the interface in the pre-defined interface samples was found to have a 
shear mode weaker than the normal mode, the influence of the weak shear interface on 
the crack propagation was investigated. I employed the simulations on the pre-defined 
interface samples with the interface having the same shear properties as in the normal 
mode. The simulations show that the weak shear interface has small effect on the P-Δ 
response but has noticeable effect on the crack propagation within the interface by 
looking at ݏ௠, ݏ௦, and ܣ஼  respect with Δ. The weak shear interfaces were shown to 
require less Δ to propagate the crack to the same distance and to create the same area of 
crack as in the isotropic interfaces. Nevertheless, the increase in fracture resistance in the 







CHAPTER 6. BIOMIMETIC MATERIALS 
6.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, I design a biomimetic helicoidal composite based on the Bouligand 
structure for fiber-reinforced composite materials. The objectives of this study are to 
examine the mechanics and the fracture resistance of the fiber-reinforced helicoidal 
composite under three different types of loading condition; dynamic impact, quasi-static 
uniaxial loading, quasi-static biaxial loading. I examine three types of helicoidal 
composites having different pitch angles, i.e. rotation angle of the adjacent fiber layers, 
and compare them with a unidirectional and a quasi-isotropic composite. The layup 
details of these composites are shown in Table 6.1. Three experiments are performed in 
this study to provide three loading conditions which are a drop tower test for dynamic 
impact loading, a three-point bending test for quasi-static uniaxial loading, and a ball-on-
cylinder test for quasi-static biaxial loading.  
This work is in collaboration with Kisailus Biomimetics and Nanostructured Materials 









Small angle helicoidal [0/7.8/…/180]s 
Medium angle helicoidal [0/16.3/…/180]2s 
Large angle helicoidal [0/25.7/…/180]3s 
 
 
6.2 Dynamic impact loading 
The helicoidal composites are made of an IM7 carbon fiber/epoxy prepreg (HexTow® 
IM7, Hexcel, USA). Kisailus Biomimetics and Nanostructured Materials Lab, University 
of California Riverside prepared, fabricated, and machined five types of composite 
samples as shown in Table 6.1 into 100 × 150 mm panels. Figure 6.1 shows scanning 
electron microscope (SEM) micrographs of a polished cross-section of the composites 
samples where the 0°-fiber direction is perpendicular to the polished cross-section. I 
would like to note that a change in color through the thickness the sample is a result of 
changes in fiber rotation angle. 
In this part, Kisailus Biomimetics and Nanostructured Materials Lab, University of 
California Riverside was in charge of the experimental parts. I carried out finite element 
simulations to provide more insights to the experiments. This work was already published 





Figure 6.1 Polished cross-sections of (a) unidirectional, (b) quasi-isotropic, (c) small 
angle, (d) medium angle, and (e) large angle composite samples visualized through 
scanning electron microscope. 
 
6.2.1 Experiments 
The experiments were performed by Kisailus Biomimetics and Nanostructured Materials 
Lab, University of California Riverside where the samples were subjected to 100-J 
impact energy by using ASTM D7136 drop tower test. Three samples were tested for 
each composite type for statistical purpose. The experiments show catastrophic failure 
due to splitting in the unidirectional samples as shown in Figure 6.2a. The quasi-isotropic 
samples have severe damage through the thickness of the samples resulting in puncture 
through the backside and also fiber breakage as shown in Figure 6.2b. For the helicoidal 
samples (Figure 6.2c-e), neither indentation puncture nor splitting is observed. The small 
angle helicoidal samples show delamination along the long edge of the sample as shown 















Figure 6.2 External impact damage of (a) unidirectional, (b) quasi-isotropic, (b) small 
angle, (d) medium angle, and (e) large angle composites. 
 
 
                   (a)                           (b)                            (c)                            (d) 
Figure 6.3 Images of internal damage in (a) quasi-isotropic, (b) small angle, (c) medium 
angle, and (d) large angle helicoidal composites by using ultrasonic C-scan. 
 
The samples were subsequently investigated by looking at the internal damage using 
ultrasonic C-scan as shown in Figure 6.3. Figure 6.3a shows the internal damage in the 




internal damage field is symmetric. On the other hand, the helicoidal samples show a 
larger and asymmetric internal damage field as shown in Figure 6.3b-d. The ultrasound 
images indicate that the small angle helicoidal samples have the most wide-spread 
damage as shown in Figure 6.3b. More experimental results and analyses can be found in 
Grunenfelder et al., 2014b.  
I further investigate the damage in the composite samples from drop tower tests by using 
finite element simulations with Hashin damage model (Hashin, 1980). 
 
6.2.2 Computational modeling 
The computational modeling for drop tower test ASTM D7136 on the IM7/5320-1 
composite specimens was performed by using dynamic finite element modeling 
(ABAQUS/Explicit) to study and predict the failure mechanisms in the composite 
specimens under high impact loading circumstances. The quasi-isotropic, and small-, 
medium-, and large angle helicoidal composites with 48 plies were studied and each 
specimen were modeled by a shell element layer with the thickness being equal to the 
average laminate thickness (0.135 mm) and the average element size near the impact 
region is 0.08 mm. This layer contains 144 integration points with each adjacent 3 points 
representing an individual unidirectional ply with specified fiber orientation as showing 
in Figure 6.4. This modeling approach provides the capability of capturing the variations 
of damage and stress states in each ply based on the global and local behaviors in the 





Figure 6.4 Finite element model of a drop tower test and details of the helicoidal 
composite sample. 
 
The indentation head of the drop tower was considered as a rigid body with a mass of 
4.91 kg and providing the energy at the impact of 100 J (following experimental 
conditions). The clamps were modeled with fixed boundary conditions on the contact 
surfaces between the clamps and the samples because no sliding between the composite 
and the clamp plates was observed in the experiments. 
The composite material is assumed to have transversely-isotropic elastic response until 
failure. The damage in the composite material is modeled by Hashin progressive failure 
criteria (Hashin, 1980) which was verified by Icten and Karakuzu, 2002, by performing 
finite element analysis with Hashin damage model (Hashin, 1980) in pinned-joint carbon-
epoxy composite plates and comparing with the experimental works. The Hashin damage 
model introduces the principle of the failure in composite being under 2 modes, fiber 
mode and matrix mode, which provide the capability of predicting the failure modes 
(whether it failed due to fiber/matrix tension or compression) in addition to specifying the 
damage location. The criteria of failure in fiber mode under tension and compression can 














ଶ = 1 when ߪଵଵ < 0      (6.1b) 






















ଶ = 1 when ߪଶଶ < 0  (6.2b) 
Where ߪ௅ା is the tensile strength in longitudinal direction, ߪ௅ି is the compressive strength 
in longitudinal direction, ߬௅ is the shear strength in longitudinal direction, ߪ்ା is the 
tensile strength in transverse direction, ߪ்ି is the compressive strength in transverse 
direction, ்߬ is the shear strength in transverse direction, and ߪ௜௝ is the stress tensor 
components where ݅, ݆ = 1, 2, 3 following directions in Figure 6.4. This computational 
model can qualitatively capture the stress components and damage mechanisms of every 
layer at any given time. 
 
Table 6.2 Mechanical properties of carbon fiber/epoxy composite 
ܧଵ (GPa) ܧଶ (GPa) ߥ ܩଵଶ (GPa) ܩଶଷ (GPa) ߩ ( ௙ܸ = 0.67) (kg/m3) 



























Most of the mechanical properties of the unidirectional prepreg used in this work were 
obtained directly from manufacturer’s data sheet. The critical energy release rate values 
for graphite/epoxy composite were adopted from other works (Hansen and Martin, 1999, 
Li et al., 2005). These mechanical properties are shown in Table 6.2 where ܧଵ is Young’s 
modulus in the longitudinal direction (fiber direction), ܧଶ is the Young’s modulus in the 
transverse direction, ߥ is the Poisson’s ratio, ܩଵଶ is the shear modulus in longitudinal 
direction, ܩଶଷ is the shear modulus in transverse direction, ߩ is the density based on 67% 
fiber volume fraction ( ௙ܸ). 
To effectively visualize such failure modes in the simulation results of the 3-dimensional 
models, a visualization method has been implemented by displaying only the nodal points 
that meet Hashin failure criteria, Equation 6.1 and 6.2. This allows the visualization of 
the 3D failure patterns on the surfaces and also in the interior of the sample, as shown in 
Figure 6.5. Additionally, the rotations of damage due to different fiber orientations are 
clear visible. 
 
             (a)                                (b)                                (c)                            (d) 
 
Figure 6.5 Damaged nodal points within the composite samples based on Hashin failure 
criteria for (a) quasi-isotropic, (b) small angle helicoidal, (c) medium angle helicoidal, 
and (d) large angle helicoidal composites. The color code indicates the dominant damage 




6.2.3 Results and discussion 
Computational modeling was used to provide additional qualitative insight into crack 
behavior in helicoidal composites. Model results reveal that the tensile damage in the 
bottom of each sample is mainly dominated by matrix fracture (in green, Figure 6.5) 
without showing signs of fiber fracture. This is an indication that cracks are aligned to the 
fiber direction in the matrix of the bottom layers. While the quasi-isotropic model (Figure 
6.5a) shows a distinct damage pattern in each layer, the helicoidal samples (Figure 6.5b-
d) exhibit a smooth transition between consecutive layers. In other words, the helicoidal 
samples show a nonsymmetrical damage pattern that rotates from ply to ply. This smooth 
rotation does not necessarily follow the fiber rotation. However, I surmise that the initial 
damage and subsequent stress concentration in the bottom layer is responsible for guiding 
the damage that occurs in the upper layers. For example, if a crack in the matrix occurs in 
the 0º direction in the bottom layer (mostly following the direction of the fibers), the 
stress concentration will affect the directionality of the damage zone in the second and 
subsequent layers. Although the model is not capable of indicating the true orientation of 
the cracks, it clearly shows the preferential orientation of the damage zone, and the 
dominant failure mode in each layer. The top layers of the helicoidal samples, near the 
impact surface, also exhibit different damage patterns when compared to the quasi-
isotropic control. A smooth rotation between the compression damage is observed in the 
helicoidal samples. Simulation results clearly show the highest degree of in-plane damage 
in the small angle helicoidal sample. This particular sample also shows extensive 




extensive damage in the small-angle simulation is consistent with experimental 
observations. Simulation results (Figure 6.6) are consistent with experimental C-scans of 
impact damage in (Figure 6.3), validating the model results, and substantiating the fact 
that a smaller angle change provides wider in-plane damage dissipation. 
This study shows the helicoidal composite structures can provide higher damage 
resistance due to high-energy impact over the industrial composite materials 
(unidirectional and quasi-isotropic composites). The key feature observed in the 
helicoidal samples from both experiments and simulations in this study is the spreading 




Figure 6.6 Simulation results showing top view of damaged nodal point for (a) quasi-
isotropic, (b) small angle helicoidal, (c) medium angle helicoidal, and (d) large angle 
helicoidal composites.  The 0-degree direction runs from left to right which allows direct 





6.3 Quasi-static uniaxial loading 
In this part, the composite samples are made of a carbon fiber/epoxy prepreg with a 
unidirectional reinforcement (AX-6200-C, Axiom Materials Inc., USA). The 
unidirectional, quasi-isotropic, small angle helicoidal, medium angle helicoidal, and large 
angle helicoidal composites samples following the layup details in Table 6.1 are 
examined under quasi-static uniaxial loading by performing three-point bending 
experiment following ASTM D790 standard. 
In this part, I was in charge of designing samples and experiments and performing the 
experimental testing. Kisailus Biomimetics and Nanostructured Materials Lab, University 
of California Riverside was in charge of sample preparation.  
 
6.3.1 Experiments 
A schematic of the samples for the three-point bending experiment is shown in Figure 6.7 
where the sample is a beam with a notch. The dimensions of the sample are as following; 
the width of the sample (ܹ) is twice of the laminate thickness (ܪ) and the span length (ܵ) 
is equal to 16ܪ. The sample contains 52 plies with the notch tip being between layer#4 
and layer#5 from the bottom. I design that the layer#4 and layer#5 from the bottom is a 
symmetry plane which has 0º-fiber orientation where the 0º and 90º fiber orientations are 
defined as the transversal and longitudinal directions of the sample, respectively, as 
shown in Figure 6.7. This design allows the study on the composite under its weakest 




design, the notch length (ℎ) becomes equal to 4.5݀ where ݀ denotes ply thickness. The 
ply orientations from the notch tip to the top follow the layup details in Table 6.1.  
An example of the composite samples based on our design is shown in Figure 6.8a. The 
average laminate thickness among all samples is measured to be ܪ ≈ 11 mm which 
yields the average ply thickness of ݀ ≈ 0.22 mm. The samples were machined to create a 
notch with ℎ = 1 mm from the bottom of the sample as shown in Figure 6.8b. The 
thickness of the notch is 0.6 mm which is a result the machine blade thickness. The 0º-
fiber orientation at the notch tip was confirmed by visualizing the notch front through an 
optical microscope. 
 
Figure 6.7 Schematic of the composite beam for three-point bending experiment where 
the fiber orientation of the ply at the notch tip is at 0º. 
 
 
Figure 6.8 (a) Composite beam with a notch for the three-point bending experiment. (b) 





6.3.2 Results and discussion 
Five types of the composite samples showing in Table 6.1 were subjected to quasi-static 
three-point bending experiments with 0.2 mm/min displacement rate. The strain field was 
captured by using Digital Image Correlation (DIC) to examine deformation and crack 
propagation during experiments. Three samples for each composite type were tested for 
statistical purpose. 
Figure 6.9a-e shows the results of the three-point bending tests on five types of the 
composite samples. The unidirectional composite samples show an instant splitting from 
the notch tip to top as a straight crack as shown in Figure 6.9a. For the quasi-isotropic 
and large angle helicoidal composite samples, no crack initiation at the notch tip was 
observed throughout the experiment and they failed by delamination as shown in Figure 
6.9b and Figure 6.9e, respectively. The small and medium angle helicoidal composite 
samples showed the crack initiation at the notch tip and subsequently propagated through 
the helicoidal arrangement fibers structure which potentially results in a twisting pattern. 
Finally, they failed by delamination as shown in Figure 6.9c and Figure 6.9d, 
respectively. 
The force-displacement behaviors of the composite samples are shown in Figure 6.10a 
with its corresponding the strain fields ߝ௬௬  in the small angle helicoidal composite 
samples captured by DIC in Figure 6.10b-e. Figure 6.10a shows that the unidirectional 
composite samples exhibit a sharp drop in force which occurred immediately after crack 




composite samples exhibit the increase in required force to propagate the crack from the 
notch tip through the helicoidal architecture resulting in the twisting crack. This behavior 
indicates the increase in fracture resistance in the material. Subsequently, a sharp drop in 
force occurred which indicates failure by delamination. For the quasi-isotropic and large 
angle helicoidal composite samples where only delamination occurred, the sharp drop in 













Figure 6.9 The results of three-point bending experiment of (a) unidirectional composite, 







Figure 6.10b-e shows DIC images with the strain field ߝ௬௬  of the small angle helicoidal 
composite sample at crack initiation, crack propagation, delamination, and failure by 
delamination, respectively. The force and displacement corresponding to these DIC 
images are labeled in Figure 6.10a. The DIC images also indicate the crack shape and 
crack front at the surface of the sample which allows us to identify the location of the 
crack front at any applied load. As such, the strain field from the DIC analysis confirms 
that crack in the small and medium angle helicoidal composite samples initiated at the 
notch tip and then propagated though the matrix following the helicoidal pattern. In 
addition, DIC analysis confirms that the quasi-isotropic and large angle helicoidal 
composite have no crack initiation at the notch tip at the surface of the samples.  
Furthermore, the DIC analysis allows us to accurately observe when the delamination 
occurred. For the small angle helicoidal composite sample, the delamination took place 
once the crack front at the surface reached approximately layer#16 and layer#17 from the 
bottom of which the fiber orientations are at 93.6° and 85.8°, respectively. For medium 
angle helicoidal composite samples, the delamination occurred once the crack reached 
approximately layer#10 and layer#11 from the bottom of which the fiber orientations are 
at 97.8° and 81.5°, respectively. It should be noted that the notch tip is in the middle of 
layer#4 and layer#5 where their fiber orientation are 0°. I speculate that crack in the 
helicoidal composite structures cannot grow beyond the 90° fiber layer because the crack 





Figure 6.10 (a) Force-displacement plots from three-point bending experiments on the 
composite beams in which the crack behaviors from (b) to (e) are stated where they 
occurred. (b)-(e) Strain field ߝ௬௬  in the small angle helicoidal beam captured by DIC 
analysis showing at the times of (b) crack initiation due to opening mode fracture, (c) 
crack propagation in twisted pattern, (d) delamination initiation, and (e) catastrophic 







This study shows that the helicoidal composite structures subjected a quasi-static uniaxial 
loading condition also exhibit the increase in fracture resistance. The increase in fracture 
resistance in the helicoidal composites is investigated in-depth in this study by using 
theoretical analysis (Chapter 2), experiments (Chapter 3 and 4), and computational 
modeling (Chapter 5) which suggest that the twisting crack is a mechanism behind such 
remarkable performance. I note that the quasi-isotropic and large angle helicoidal 
composite samples also achieved a very high force before failure as shown in Figure 
6.10a but no twisting crack was observed. I speculate that this is because the rotation of 
the fiber layer next to the notch tip (layer 6) is so large that the crack growing in the 
matrix and following the fiber structure is not favorable. Instead, there are two more 
possible competing mechanisms take place which are breaking fibers and delamination. 
From the experimental results, the delamination was more favorable in the uniaxial 
loading condition.  
The applied displacement at which catastrophic failure first occurred (Δct) is captured 
from the P-Δ plots by averaging the values of Δ at which the force starts to significant 
drop from three repetitive experiments. The Δct for all composite structures are 
normalized by Δct,0° and are plotted against γ (pitch angle) in Figure 6.11a in which the 
behaviors is similar to the 3D printing helicoidal composite in Figure 3.9a that Δct/Δct,0° 
tends to increase from the unidirectional composite (γ = 0°) to the small angle helicoidal 
composite (γ = 7.8°) and then decreases for composites with larger γ. Figure 3.9b shows 
the plot of KIC /KIC,0° against γ which indicates the same finding as in the 3D printing 








Figure 6.11 The plots of (a) Δct/Δct,0° and (b) KIC/KIC,0° against γ from the experiments on 






6.4 Quasi-static biaxial loading 
In this part, five types of composite structures showing in Table 6.1 are examined under 
quasi-static biaxial loading. The main reason that I choose the biaxial loading condition is 
because the helicoidal composite is bio-inspired by the Bouligand structure in the dactyl 
club of the smashing mantis shrimp which can tolerate thousands of extremely high 
impact blows (Patek et al., 2005, Patek and Caldwell, 2005, Weaver et al., 2012, Amini et 
al., 2015). Under impact, the periodic region in the dactyl club where containing the 
Bouligand structure is found to undergo the biaxial loading (Weaver et al., 2012). 
Therefore, I mimic how the dactyl club experiences the load in nature and apply it to the 
helicoidal composites to investigate its mechanics and performances in comparison with 
the unidirectional and quasi-isotropic composite structures. 
The same composite material as the uniaxial loading experiment in Section 6.3 is used in 
this study which is the carbon fiber epoxy prepreg (AX-6200-C, Axiom Materials Inc., 
USA). I employ a ball-on-cylinder testing to provide the biaxial loading condition where 
the sample is a disc with a notch. In this study, I would like to examine the extreme case 
where the composite structure is in its weakest condition by putting a notch that has the 
front align with the fiber orientation. The fiber orientation orienting with the notch front 
is defined as 0º direction.  
In this part, Kisailus Biomimetics and Nanostructured Materials Lab, University of 
California Riverside was in charge of sample preparation to a specific design for the ball-
on-cylinder test. I was in charge of designing samples and experiments and performing 




6.4.1 Design of sample for ball-on-cylinder test 
In this part, I would like to study the composite structure at its weakest condition by 
putting a notch that has the front align with the fiber orientation. However, there is 
neither standard test nor previous works of the biaxial loading test on the sample with a 
notch. Therefore, I design how to put a notch in the disc sample for the biaxial loading 
test that can maximize our need out of this design. Our main requirement is to have 
uniform high-stress concentration distributed across the 0º fiber layer at which notch 
front is located. This is because I would like to create the extreme case where the sample 
will be at its weakest condition. 
To design the notch in the disc sample that can achieve uniform high-stress concentration 
across the notch front, I employ finite element simulations (ABAQUS/Standard) of the 
ball-on-cylinder test on the disc sample with three types of the notch; curve, short-
straight, and straight-through notch as shown in Figure 6.12a-c, respectively. I model a 
quarter of the disc and apply symmetric boundary condition to the symmetry planes of 
the disc as shown in Figure 6.13. The disc is assumed to be isotropic elastic material 










Figure 6.12 Finite element simulation models of a quarter of the disc with three different 




Figure 6.13 Boundary conditions of the finite element simulation of the disc with rigid 








Figure 6.14a-c shows the maximum principal stress contour of the simulations results of 
the ball-on-cylinder test on the disc with curve, short-straight, and straight-through notch 
shapes, respectively. The results show that all notch shapes yield approximately the same 
highest stress concentration at the notch front among three notch shapes. However, the 
straight-through notch provides the largest area of the stress concentration along the 










Figure 6.14 Simulation results of the discs with (a) curve notch, (b) short-straight notch, 






The schematic of the composite disc with a straight-through notch for the ball-on-
cylinder test is shown in Figure 6.15 where ܴௗ denotes the radius of the disc, ܴ௕ denotes 
the radius of the ball, ܴ௖ denotes the inner radius of the cylinder, ܪ denotes laminate 
thickness, and ℎ denotes the depth of the notch. The ball and the cylinder are made of 
stainless steel. As previously mentioned, the notch tip has it front align with the fiber 
orientation which is defined as 0º direction as shown in Figure 6.15. Five types of 
composite structure showing in Table 6.1 are examined where each composite disc 
sample contains 52 fiber layers. The notch tip where the fiber layer is at 0º-orientation is 
designed to locate at layer#4 and layer#5 from the bottom of the sample. The ply 
orientations from the notch tip to the top follow the layup details inTable 6.1. 
The composite disc samples based on our design are fabricated and are shown in Figure 
6.16a. The laminate thickness of all samples is measured which yield the average of ܪ ≈ 
11 mm which gives the average ply thickness (݀) of 0.22 mm. The straight-through notch 
was machined to the middle of layer#4 and layer#5 which yields ℎ = 1 mm from the 
bottom of the sample as shown in Figure 6.16b. The thickness of the notch is 0.6 mm due 
to the machining blade thickness. The 0º-fiber orientation at the notch tip was confirmed 
by visualizing the notch front through an optical microscope. The radii of the disc, the 






Figure 6.15 Schematic of the composite disc sample for a ball-on-cylinder test where the 








Figure 6.16 (a) Composite disc samples with unidirectional, quasi-isotropic, small angle 
helicoidal, medium angle helicoidal, and large angle helicoidal structures from bottom to 






Figure 6.17 Ball-on-cylinder experiment setup. 
 
6.4.3 Experimental results and discussion 
The unidirectional, quasi-isotropic, and three types of helicoidal composite disc samples 
were subjected to the ball-on-cylinder experiments as shown in Figure 6.17 under 0.2 
mm/min displacement rate.  
Figure 6.18a-e shows the unidirectional, quasi-isotropic, small angle helicoidal, medium 
angle helicoidal, and large angle helicoidal composites, respectively, subjected to the 
ball-on-cylinder tests with their corresponding force-displacement behaviors plotted in 
Figure 6.19. The unidirectional composite disc shows a straight crack from the notch tip 
to the top resulting splitting as shown in Figure 6.18a. The splitting was almost instant 
which is shown as a sharp drop in force in Figure 6.19. The small and medium angle 
helicoidal composite discs show the crack initiation at the notch tip and then propagated 
through the helicoidal fiber structures which possibly results in the twisting crack. 
Moreover, I observed the increase in force required to propagate the crack which 




by delamination as shown in Figure 6.18c and d at which the sharp drop in force is 
observed as shown in Figure 6.19. The large angle helicoidal composite disc did not show 
crack initiation at the notch tip and failed only by delamination as shown in Figure 6.18e. 
For the quasi-isotropic composite disc, neither crack initiation at the notch tip nor 
delamination was observed as shown in Figure 6.18b. However, I observe that the 
damage in the quasi-isotropic disc was a severe penetration through the thickness of the 
disc and puncture through the backside of the disc. In the ball-on-cylinder experimental, 
further analysis is required to get more insights in this biaxial loading experiment which 
is our on-going work.  
 
 
Figure 6.18 Ball-on-cylinder experiment results of (a) unidirectional composite, (b) 







Figure 6.19 Force-displacement plots from ball-on-cylinder experiments on the 
composite discs. 
 
6.4.4 Computational modeling (On-going work) 
The biaxial loading test is modeled by adopting the computational approach in Chapter 4. 
As such, the composite disc sample is simplified into the pre-defined interface disc 
sample, i.e. isotropic elastic sample with an interface that controls crack propagation path. 
The interface shape is designed based on the pitch angle (ߛ) and ply thickness (݀) of the 
composite sample through ܻ = −ܼ ∙ ݐܽ݊(ܺ ߛ ݀⁄ ). The finite element simulations with 3D 
cohesive zone model is used to model crack propagation in the pre-defined interface disc 
sample under biaxial loading condition. The cohesive zone model follows description in 
section 5.3 in Chapter 5. I note that the quasi-isotropic composite is not included in this 
simulation because no crack was observed from the experiment. Since I simplify the 
composite into an isotropic material with an interface, the properties of the material and 





For the finite element simulation with cohesive zone model, I need to characterize 
Young’s modulus (ܧ) of the elastic material and fracture strength ( ௠ܶ ) and fracture 
energy (ܩ஼) of the interface. In this study, the interface is designed to not interfere with 
the builk behavior and is consequently defined to be at least 10 times larger than ܧ ܾ⁄  
(Espinosa and Zavattieri, 2003a) where ܾ is the element size of the material adjacent to 
the interface. For material and interface characterization in this study, ܧ, ௠ܶ, and ܩ஼ are 
characterized by performing simulations on the pre-defined interface beam with a straight 
interface under uniaxial loading condition (Figure 6.20) and comparing the results with 
the three-point bending experiment on the unidirectional composite samples where only 
straight crack was observed (see Section 6.3). 
The force-displacement plots of the three-point bending tests from the simulation results 
are compared with the experimental results in Figure 6.21 where three sets of properties 
were determined to match three experimental results. The characterization suggests that 






Figure 6.20 Simulations model of the three-point bending experiment on a beam with a 




Figure 6.21 Force-displacement plots from the experiments of the three-point bending 
experiments on the unidirectional composite beam samples (red lines) and the 
simulations of the three-point bending tests on the straight interface beams showing in 






The characterized properties are subsequently verified by performing a finite element 
simulation (ABAQUS/Standard) on a disc under ball-on-cylinder test and then comparing 
with the result from the unidirectional composite disc in the ball-on-cylinder experiment. 
The model of the ball-on-cylinder test on a disc is shown in Figure 6.22a where the disc 
is linear elastic with ܧ = 10.2 GPa and the cylinder and the ball are rigid. Figure 6.22b 
shows the comparison of the force-displacement response between the simulation and the 




        
                      (a)                                                                                 (b) 
Figure 6.22 (a) Simulation model of the ball-on-cylinder test on an isotropic elastic disc 
with rigid ball and cylinder. (b) Force-displacement response from the simulation results 
in comparison with the experimental results of the ball-on-cylinder test on the 






6.4.4.2 Crack propagation simulations (On-going work) 
The pre-defined interface disc is used to model crack propagation in the composite disc 
sample under biaxial loading. The shape of the interface shape is related to the helicoidal 
composite structure through ܻ = −ܼ ∙ ݐܽ݊(ܺ ߛ ݀⁄ ). Figure 6.23 shows the finite element 
models of the pre-defined interface disc with different interface shapes. The disc with 
straight interface shape in Figure 6.23a represents the unidirectional composite disc (or 
ߛ = 0º) while the twisting interface shapes in Figure 6.23b-d represent the helicoidal 
composite discs with small pitch angle (ߛ = 7.8º), medium pitch angle (ߛ = 16.3º), and 
large pitch angle (ߛ = 25.7 º), respectively. I are now performing the simulations of the 
pre-defined interface disc under ball-on-cylinder test with three sets of properties which 
are; (1) ܧ = 8.9 GPa, ௠ܶ = 40.0 MPa, and ܩ஼ = 800 J/m2, (2) ܧ = 10.2 GPa, ௠ܶ = 41.0 
MPa, and ܩ஼  = 650 J/m
2, and (3) ܧ = 10.2 GPa, ௠ܶ = 60.5 MPa, and ܩ஼  = 750 J/m2, 















Figure 6.23 Finite simulation models for crack propagation simulations in the pre-defined 
interface samples containing (a) straight interface, (b-d) twisting interface with ߛ = 7.8º, 
16.3º, and 25.7º, respectively. The twisting interface follows ܻ = −ܼ ∙ ݐܽ݊(ܺ ߛ ݀⁄ ).   
 
6.5 Concluding remarks 
In this study, I design the helicoidal composites which are a biomimetic material inspired 
by the Bouligand structure for fiber-reinforced composite materials. The helicoidal 
composites are subjected to dynamic impact, quasi-static uniaxial, and quasi-static biaxial 
loading experiments which are the drop tower test, three-point bending test, and ball-on-
cylinder test. I observed that the helicoidal composites with small and medium pitch 
angle exhibit the increase in fracture resistance under all loading conditions. The dynamic 
impact test shows that the helicoidal composite helps reduce the damage through the 
thickness of the sample by spreading in-plane in the helicoidal composites. For the quasi-




observed while the crack propagated through the helicoidal fiber architecture resulting in 
the twisting crack. The mechanism behind the increase in fracture resistance in the 
helicoidal composite under uniaxial loading condition is revealed as the crack twisting 
(see Chapter 2, 3, 4, and 5). The quasi-static biaxial loading experiment also provides a 
consistent result that the helicoidal composite exhibits the increase in fracture resistance 
while the crack following the fiber structure. The ultrasound imaging and CT scan will be 
used to visualize the internal damage in the helicoidal composite disc sample which is an 
on-going work in the biaxial loading test. On the contrary, the quasi-isotropic composite 
was shown to have severe through-thickness damage in both dynamic impact test and 
quasi-static biaxial loading test which punctured through the backside of the sample. 
Furthermore, no delamination was observed and the internal damage was found to be 
symmetric.  
Another observation is that the helicoidal composite with too large pitch angle can negate 
the fracture resistance feature. Since I found that the twisting crack is a mechanism 
behind the increase in fracture resistance in the helicoidal composite, I speculate that too 
large pitch angle could make the crack twisting become unfavorable because the rotation 
angle to the adjacent fiber layer is too large. Consequently, other damage mechanisms 
could take place instead of crack twisting which is the delamination based on our 
experimental results. I could also use this speculation to explain why the quasi-isotropic 
composite has a higher degree of damage propagation through the thickness of the 





CHAPTER 7.  CONCLUSION 
In this study, a combined theoretical, experimental, and computational approach is 
carried out to examine the fracture behaviors of a bio-inspired helicoidal composite based 
on naturally-occurring Bouligand structure in the stomatopod dactyl club. 3D printing 
prototypes and fiber-reinforced composite materials were used to fabricate the helicoidal 
composites. The purpose of the 3D printing prototype is to allow better control on the 
geometry and placement of the fibers (e.g. in particular, d and γ), which is ideal for the 
parametric analysis in this work. On the other hand, the fiber-reinforced composite 
materials are used in real-life applications and will be used for designing a biomimetic 
material. In this study, the 3D printing helicoidal composite was shown that it can 
achieve the same mechanical and fracture behaviors as in the fiber-reinforced helicoidal 
composite. Therefore, in-depth analyses were performed based on the 3D printing 
prototype. 
The helicoidal composite was first studied under uniaxial loading condition to investigate 
its mechanics and fracture behaviors (Chapter 3 and Section 6.3 in Chapter 6). Under 
uniaxial loading condition, three competing damage mechanisms were observed in both 
3D printing and fiber-reinforced helicoidal composite samples which are (1) crack 





branching, and (3) delamination. I note that fiber breakage was not observed in these 
samples because I designed the sample following the Bouligand structure in the 
stomatopod dactyl such that the fibers have much higher strength, elasticity, and 
toughness than the matrix. For the helicoidal composite with small γ, the samples were 
shown to initially have twisting crack growing from the notch tip and subsequently have 
a secondary crack branching out of the primary twisting crack at the 45º fiber layer. The 
branching crack was shown to also follow the helicoidal fiber architecture which results 
in the secondary twisting crack. During the twisting crack propagation, the required force 
to propagate the crack was found to keep increasing regardless of primary or secondary 
twisting crack which indicates the increase in fracture resistance in the sample. Finally, 
the delamination takes place at the region near the center of the sample and grows 
outward to the end of the sample resulting in a catastrophic failure which reflects in the 
force-displacement behavior as a significantly decreasing of force. For larger γ helicoidal 
composites, no twisting crack was observed and only delamination took place which 
leads to catastrophic failure.  
Considering the catastrophic failure in the samples, the Δct /Δct,0° and KIC /KIC, 0° from the 
3D printing samples (Figure 3.9a and b) and the carbon fiber/epoxy composite samples 
(Figure 6.11a and b) are plotted together against the normalized γ/d as shown in Figure 
7.1a and Figure 7.1b, respectively. I would like to note that I normalize γ by d in order to 
compare the helicoidal structures with two different length scales where d = 1.1 mm for 
the 3D printing samples and d = 0.212 mm for the carbon fiber/epoxy composite samples. 




same trend that Δct /Δct,0° tends to increase with γ/d for γ = 0° to 5° and Δct /Δct,0° tends to 
decrease at γ > 5°. Similarly, the plots of KIC /KIC, 0° against γ/d between the two sample 







Figure 7.1 The plot of (a) normalized (Δct /Δct, 0°) and (b) normalized (KIC /KIC, 0°) against 
γ/d from the experiments on the 3D printing prototype and the carbon fiber/epoxy 




The nature of the twisting crack in the helicoidal composite was experimentally and 
computationally examined (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, respectively) to reveal the 
mechanisms behind the increase in fracture resistance in the twisting crack. The twisting 
crack propagation patterns observed from the experiments (Equation 3.1, Chapter 3) are 
used to develop a surrogate model that considers only a pre-defined twisting interface. 
The experimental and computational study on the pre-defined interface samples revealed 
that crack twisting improves the fracture resistance by delaying crack initiation and 
preventing further crack propagation. Increasing the effective area of crack growth was 
found to not be the only the mechanism behind the increase in fracture resistance in the 
twisting crack by looking at three parameters;	ݏ௦, ݏ௠, and ܣ஼  (Section 5.4 in Chapter 5). 
Another mechanism was shown to be the changes of the local fracture modes at the crack 
front which was explained in-depth in the theoretical analysis based on LEFM in Chapter 
2. Our study reveals that the changes in the local fracture modes at the crack front lead to 
reductions of the local strain energy release rate, hence, increasing the necessary applied 
energy release rate to propagate the crack and results in the increase in fracture. In 
addition, this study developed an analytical model (Equation 2.9) that can predict the 
local stress intensity factors at the twisting crack front as a function of the remote applied 
loads, twisted angle of the crack (߶), and the position on the crack front. In particular, the 
remote applied load is represented as remote applied stress intensity factors and the 
position of the crack front is represented as an effective kinked angle (ߙ∗). The 
characteristic of the twisting crack (߶) is related to the Bouligand structure (ߛ, ݀) through 
Equation 2.2. Subsequently, the expression of the local stress intensity factors can lead us 




I then quantify the fracture resistance in term of the local toughening factor, ܩ஼ ܩ஼௠⁄  
(Equation 2.17). The analytical model predicts that the higher value of ߙ∗ and ߶, i.e. 
larger ߛ based on Equation 2.2, leads to the higher value of ܩ஼ ܩ஼௠⁄  and hence higher 
fracture resistance. 
The fiber-reinforced helicoidal composites were examined under high-energy impact and 
quasi-static biaxial loading condition in Section 6.2 and Section 6.3 in Chapter 6, 
respectively. For the impact tests, the helicoidal composites with three pitch angles were 
investigated and were compared with unidirectional and quasi-isotropic composites. The 
helicoidal composites were shown to provide superior impact resistance over 
unidirectional and quasi-isotropic composites with a lower degree of damage propagation 
through the thickness of the sample. The comparison between the helicoidal composites 
indicates that a smaller γ can provide an increase in the damage resistance while the 
damage was shown to spread more widely in-plane in the helicoidal composites with 
smaller γ. For the quasi-static biaxial loading condition, I employed the ball-on-cylinder 
test on the fiber-reinforced helicoidal composites to investigate mechanics and fracture 
behaviors under biaxial loading condition. Three pitch angles were examined and were 
compared with unidirectional and quasi-isotropic composites. I observed that the 
helicoidal composites provided an improvement in fracture resistance over unidirectional 
composite. In comparison with quasi-isotropic composite, the helicoidal composites were 
observed to have a lower degree of through-thickness damage which was also observed 
in the impact experiments. The crack in the small and medium angle helicoidal 




architecture of fibers which could result in a twisting crack. For the large angle helicoidal 
composite, only delamination was observed without crack initiation at the notch tip. On 
the other hand, I found only fiber breakage and puncture to the back of the sample in the 
quasi-isotropic composite without any sign of delamination and crack at the notch tip. 
The on-going and future works on the biaxial loading condition are as followings; I 
further examine on the crack pattern in the samples by using a CT-scan to visualization 
the internal crack which will confirm our observations on the crack shape. Additionally, 
the computational modeling has been employed to investigate mechanisms in the twisting 
crack propagation under biaxial loading condition. The simulation approach follows the 
description in Chapter 5 where the helicoidal composite samples are simplified as pre-
defined interface samples (Figure 6.23). 
From the observation from the external damage on the helicoidal composite discs, the 
twisting crack tends to grow continuously due to the crack front always being under 
opening mode (mode I) as a result of biaxial loading condition. On the other hand, the 
twisting crack growing under uniaxial loading condition was shown to have competing 
damage mechanisms between the primary twisting crack and the secondary twisting 
crack which branched out of the primary twisting crack surface as illustrated in Figure 
3.7b. Considering an infinite size of a helicoidal composite, the twisting crack growing 
under uniaxial and biaxial loading conditions would result in a zigzag pattern and a 
corkscrew pattern as illustrated in Figure 7.2a and Figure 7.2b, respectively. Regardless 
of crack shapes and loading conditions, the twisting crack was shown to exhibit the 





                               (a)                                                                          (b) 
Figure 7.2 Schematic of twisting crack growing in an infinite body of the helicoidal 
composite under (a) uniaxial loading condition and (b) biaxial loading condition which 
results in a zigzag twisting pattern and a corkscrew pattern, respectively. 
 
In conclusion, the helicoidal composites were shown to exhibit high damage resistant 
performance due to the twisting crack growing in the matrix through the helicoidal 
architecture of fibers. The twisting crack was shown to improve fracture resistance and 
catastrophic failure resistance. The fracture resistance features in the twisting crack are 
delaying crack initiation and preventing further crack propagation. Two mechanisms 
behind the fracture resistance in the twisting crack were revealed which are; (1) changes 
in local fracture mode and (2) increase in crack surface area. An analytical model 
(Equation 2.9) is developed to predict the local stress intensity factors and the local 
energy release rate at the crack front and to quantify the fracture resistance as the local 




provide better fracture resistance but this is based on the assumption that only twisting 
crack is allowed to occur. Nevertheless, not all helicoidal composites can have twisting 
crack propagation due to the competing mechanisms between the twisting crack and 
delamination in the helicoidal composite. The γ was shown to be a key factor in addition 
to the materials properties. Since the twisting crack is shown to improve fracture 
resistance, an optimal range of γ based on mechanical properties of composite structures 
could maximize the fracture resistance in the material. This lays out the future works of 
this study that to determine the optimal range of γ by cooperating experimental, 
computational, and theoretical approaches. Ultimately, I would like to develop a 
quantitative designing guideline for the biomimetic helicoidal composite that expands the 
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Appendix A Rotation matrix 
The rotation matrix around ܺᇱ-axis by ߶, ܴ௑ᇲ, can be written as: 








Appendix B  Derivation of effective kinked angle 
The effective kinked angle ߙ∗ is the angle between ݕ∗ and ܻᇱ which can be written as: 
  ߙ∗ = cosିଵ ቄ ௬∗∙௒ᇲ
‖௬∗‖∙‖௒ᇲ‖
ቅ      (B1) 
Where ݕ∗ is the projection of ݕᇱ onto the ܺᇱܻᇱ-plane as shown in Figure 5b which can be 
determined by rotating ݕᇱ around ܺᇱ-axis by –߶: 
  ݕ∗ = ൥1 0 00 cos(−߶) − sin(−߶)0 sin(−߶) cos(−߶) ൩ ݕᇱ     (B2) 
According to Equation 2.4, ݕᇱ can be written as: 
  ݕᇱ = ∇ௌ(௑,௒,௓)
‖∇ௌ(௑,௒,௓)‖ = ଵඥ[௓(ୱୣୡమథ)ఊ ௗ⁄ ]మାଵା୲ୟ୬మ థ ቎(ܼߛ ݀⁄ )(secଶ ߶)1tan߶ ቏ (B3) 
Therefore, ݕ∗ can be determined by substituting Equation B3 into Equation B2 which 
yields: 
  ݕ∗ = ଵ
ඥ[௓(ୱୣୡమథ)ఊ ௗ⁄ ]మାଵା୲ୟ୬మ థ ቎ (ܼߛ ݀⁄ )(secଶ ߶)cos(−߶) − sin(−߶) tan߶sin(−߶) + cos(−߶) tan߶቏  (B4) 
Hence, ߙ∗ can be determined by substituting Equation B4 and ܻᇱ = [0 1 0]் into 





Appendix C Derivation of analytical solution to (݇ூᇱ,݇ூூᇱ ,݇ூூூᇱ ) 









1 0 00 cos߶ − sin߶0 sin߶ cos߶ ൩ ൥ߪோᇲோᇲ ߪோᇲ௵ᇲ ߪோᇲ௓ᇲߪோᇲ௵ᇲ ߪ௵ᇲ௵ᇲ ߪ௵ᇲ௓ᇲߪோᇲ௓ᇲ ߪ௵ᇲ௓ᇲ ߪ௓ᇲ௓ᇲ൩อ௵ᇲୀఈ∗ ൥1 0 00 cos߶ − sin߶0 sin߶ cos߶ ൩ (C1) 
This gives: 
ߪ௥ᇲ௥ᇲ(ߠᇱ = 0) = ߪோᇲோᇲ(߆ᇱ = ߙ∗)       (C2a) 
ߪఏᇲఏᇲ(ߠᇱ = 0) = ߪ௵ᇲ௵ᇲ(߆ᇱ = ߙ∗) cosଶ߶ 
−2ߪ௵ᇲ௓ᇲ(߆ᇱ = ߙ∗) sin߶ cos߶ + ߪ௓ᇲ௓ᇲ(߆ᇱ = ߙ∗) sinଶ ߶ (C2b) 
ߪ௥ᇲఏᇲ(ߠᇱ = 0) = ߪோᇲ௵ᇲ(߆ᇱ = ߙ∗) cos߶ − ߪோᇲ௓ᇲ(߆ᇱ = ߙ∗) sin߶   (C2c) 
ߪ௥ᇲ௭ᇲ(ߠᇱ = 0) = ߪோᇲ௵ᇲ(߆ᇱ = ߙ∗) sin߶ + ߪோᇲ௓ᇲ(߆ᇱ = ߙ∗) cos߶   (C2d) 
ߪఏᇲ௭ᇲ(ߠᇱ = 0) = ߪ௵ᇲ௵ᇲ(߆ᇱ = ߙ∗) sin߶ cos߶ + ߪ௵ᇲ௓ᇲ(߆ᇱ = ߙ∗)(cosଶ߶ − sinଶ ߶) 
   −ߪ௓ᇲ௓ᇲ(߆ᇱ = ߙ∗) sin߶ cos߶     (C2e) 
ߪ௭ᇲ௭ᇲ(ߠᇱ = 0) = ߪ௵ᇲ௵ᇲ(߆ᇱ = ߙ∗) sinଶ ߶ + 2ߪ௵ᇲ௓ᇲ(߆ᇱ = ߙ∗) sin߶ cos߶ 




By substituting Equation 2.6 with ߠᇱ = 0° and Equation 2.7 with Θ' = α* into Equation 
C2 and then rearranging, the analytical solution in Equation 2.9 can be obtained with the 
angular functions ܥ௜௝ᇱ  can be written as: 
ܥଵଵ




ቁ cosଶ ߶ + 2ߥ sinଶ ߶ቃ			(݌݈ܽ݊݁	ݏݐݎܽ݅݊)	   (C3a) 
ܥଵଶ
ᇱ = ቐ −3 sin ቀఈ∗ଶ ቁ cosଶ ቀఈ∗ଶ ቁ cosଶ߶			(݌݈ܽ݊݁	ݏݐݎ݁ݏݏ)
− sin ቀఈ∗
ଶ
ቁ ቂ3 cosଶ ቀఈ∗
ଶ
ቁ cosଶ ߶ + 2ߥ sinଶ ߶ቃ			(݌݈ܽ݊݁	ݏݐݎܽ݅݊)	  (C3b) 
ܥଵଷ
ᇱ = −2 cos ቀఈ∗
ଶ
ቁ sin߶ cos߶       (C3c) 
ܥଶଵ




ቁ cos߶       (C3d) 
ܥଶଶ
ᇱ = cos ቀఈ∗
ଶ
ቁ cos߶ ቂ1 − 3 sinଶ ቀఈ∗
ଶ
ቁቃ      (C3e) 
ܥଶଷ
ᇱ = − sin ቀఈ∗
ଶ
ቁ sin߶        (C3f) 
ܥଷଵ
ᇱ = ቐ cosଷ ቀఈ∗ଶ ቁ sin߶ cos߶			(݌݈ܽ݊݁	ݏݐݎ݁ݏݏ)cos ቀఈ∗
ଶ
ቁ sin߶ cos߶ ቂcosଶ ቀఈ∗
ଶ
ቁ − 2ߥቃ			(݌݈ܽ݊݁	ݏݐݎܽ݅݊)	   (C3g) 
ܥଷଶ
ᇱ = ቐ −3 sin ቀఈ∗ଶ ቁ cosଶ ቀఈ∗ଶ ቁ sin߶ cos߶			(݌݈ܽ݊݁	ݏݐݎ݁ݏݏ)
− sin ቀఈ∗
ଶ
ቁ sin߶ cos߶ ቂ3cosଶ ቀఈ∗
ଶ
ቁ − 2ߥቃ			(݌݈ܽ݊݁	ݏݐݎܽ݅݊)	  (C3h) 
ܥଷଷ








Appendix D  Validation of ܬ-integral analysis in ܭ-field simulation on flat crack discs 
The ܭ-field simulation model together with the ܬ-integral method is examined to 
determine its range of validity and accuracy for our study case where the disc embedded 
with a flat crack represents the asymptotic field under pure applied ܭூ. The disc 
dimensions are ݐ ܴ଴⁄ = 0.1 and ݈ ܴ଴⁄ = 0.01 and the constrained boundary condition 
(constrain the lateral surface in ܼ-direction) is imposed to the lateral surfaces of the disc 
to create plane strain condition. The validation is then done by comparing ܩ calculated by 
ܬ-integral from the simulations with the LEFM theory. In case of the flat crack under pure 
applied ܭூ and plane strain condition, the LEFM theory gives ܩ = ܩ଴ where ܩ଴ =(1 − ߥଶ)ܭூଶ ܧ⁄  based on Equation 2.10 (Williams, 1957). 
In this validation, I carried out four cases: (1) the asymptotic field with ݐ ܴ଴⁄ = 0.1 with 
constrained boundary condition, (2) the asymptotic field with ݐ ܴ଴⁄ = 100 with 
constrained boundary condition, (3) the asymptotic field with ݐ ܴ଴⁄ = 100 with free 
surfaces, and (4) 2D asymptotic field with plane strain condition. The geometry of these 
cases are shown in Figure D1. The asymptotic fields are subjected to the displacement 
field in Equation 2.14 as a result of a remote KI loading. The disc models that represent 
the asymptotic fields are discretized into quadrilateral elements and hexahedral elements 
for 2D and 3D geometry, respectively, with the smallest element size of 10ିସܴ଴ near the 





Figure D1 Plots of ܩ ܩ଴⁄  against ܼ ݐ⁄  where dot line, dash line, solid line, and dash-dot 
line represent the results from study case 1 (ݐ ܴ଴⁄ = 0.1 with constrained boundary 
condition), case 2 (ݐ ܴ଴⁄ = 100 with constrained boundary condition), case 3 (ݐ ܴ଴⁄ = 
100 with free surfaces), and case 4 (2D plane strain), respectively. 
 
From the finite element simulations, the numerical values of ܩ ܩ଴⁄  are calculated by 
using ܬ-integral method and are plotted against ܼ ݐ⁄  as shown in Figure D1. The 
simulation results in Figure D1 show that case 1 (dash line) and case 2 (solid line) both 
give constant ܩ ܩ଴⁄ = 0.997 across the crack front which is 0.3% error in comparison 
with the LEFM theory. Case 3 (dash-dot line) shows an uniform ܩ ܩ଴⁄ = 1.009 in the 
middle region which yields 0.9% error in comparison with the LEFM theory. The regions 
near the lateral surfaces show a significant drop in ܩ ܩ଴⁄  as a result of the free surfaces 
(Anderson, 2005). Finally, case 4 (dot line) gives ܩ ܩ଴⁄ = 1.00 which matches the LEFM 
theory. I note that the value of ܩ ܩ଴⁄  in case 4 is shown as a constant across ܼ ݐ⁄  for the 




The results from these cases indicate that the ܭ-field simulation model with ܬ-integral 
approach can be used to predict ܩ ܩ଴⁄  based on LEFM theory. In the twisting crack 
simulations in Section 2.3.2 and Section 2.3.3, I employed the asymptotic field of ݐ ܴ଴⁄ = 
0.1 with constrained boundary condition (same as case 1), which can give accurate 
reference values of ܩ ܩ଴⁄  with 0.3% error with respect to LEFM theory. I would like to 
note that case 2 and case 3 where ݐ ܴ଴⁄ = 100 were carried out to provide a bound to our 
simulation approach and to show what would happen when the lateral surfaces of the 
asymptotic field are not constrained (case 3). 
Another study is carried out on an anecdotal case where a flat crack is allowed to 
propagate within the asymptotic field under pure applied ܭூ loading. The purpose of this 
study to express the effect of a growing crack in term of % error respect to LEFM theory. 
The simulation model of the flat crack propagation follows the description in Section 
2.3.2 (Zavattieri et al., 2008) except the shape of crack propagation which is flat in this 
case. The results of the crack propagation simulations show that ܩ ܩ଴⁄  deviates further 
from LEFM theory as the crack front advances further (larger ܺ ܴ଴⁄ ). For a crack front 
being at ܺ ܴ଴⁄ = 0.01, the simulation gives ܩ ܩ଴⁄ = 0.975 which yields 2.5% error 
respect to LEFM theory. I would like to note that the error due to flat crack propagation 
in the asymptotic is a result of the displacement field in Equation 2.14 becoming less 





Appendix E Characterizations of the interface in the pre-defined interface sample 
The cohesive properties of the interface are characterized in normal and shear modes 
based on the traction-separation law described in Section 5.2 in Chapter 5. The normal 
cohesive properties ( ௠ܶ௔௫, ݇௡) are determined from the three-point bending experiment 
on the 0º interface samples in which the interface is straight and perpendicular to the 
load. The shear cohesive properties (߬௠௔௫, ݇௧) are determined by employing an end-
notched flexural (ENF) experiment in which the sample is embedded with an interface 
that undergoes shear loading. 
In the normal mode, I use the experimental results of the three-point bending tests on two 
0º interface samples in Chapter 4 and subsequently employ the simulations as explained 
in Chapter 5. It should be noted that the thickness of the interface is so small in 
comparison with the sample size that the cohesive interface element thickness is 
neglected geometrically but taken into account for the calculation of stiffnesses. In the 
simulations, I varied ௠ܶ௔௫ and ݇௡ to find the values that give the best corresponding P-Δ 
behaviors to the experiments.  
Figure A1a shows the P-Δ plots from the simulations with ( ௠ܶ௔௫ = 0.82 MPa, ݇௡ = 
4×1010 N/m) and ( ௠ܶ௔௫ = 0.68 MPa, ݇௡ = 2.5×10
10 N/m) which are compared with each 
of the two experimental results. The comparisons of the P-Δ plots show that these sets of 
normal cohesive parameters provide good matches with the experiments with the error 
(݁ݎݎ) of 3.6% and 9.4% as indicated in Figure A1a. The ݁ݎݎ is calculated from the 




experimental results. Moreover, a sample from the experiment and simulation at 
Δ=0.07mm is displayed in Figure A2a and A2b, respectively. The simulation result in 
Figure A2b shows the normal stress in the YY direction (ߪ௒௒) as it is the direction 
perpendicular to the interface or the normal mode direction. The experimental results in 
Figure A1a also shows ߝ௒௒ from the DIC analysis in one of the experiments which 
indicates the crack location at a surface of the sample. This consequently allow us to 
extract the crack propagation length at the surface (ݏ௦) from the experiment. Therefore, I 
plot ݏ௦ from the experiments and the simulations against Δ as shown in Figure A3. The 
comparison shows that the experimental results fall in between the simulations of ( ௠ܶ௔௫ 
= 0.82 MPa, ݇௡ = 4×10
10 N/m) and ( ௠ܶ௔௫ = 0.68 MPa, ݇௡ = 2.5×10
10 N/m). Therefore, 
the characterization of the normal cohesive properties of the interface gives ௠ܶ௔௫ = 0.68 
– 0.82 MPa and ݇௡ = 2.5×10
10 – 4×1010 N/m which lead to ܩூ௖ = 8.405 – 9.248 J/m
2 by 
using Equation 5.4. 
 
Figure E1 Normal cohesive properties characterization by comparing P-Δ plots of the 
simulations of ( ௠ܶ௔௫ = 0.82 MPa, ݇௡ = 4×10
10 N/m) and ( ௠ܶ௔௫ = 0.68 MPa, ݇௡ = 






                                                                (a) 
 
                                                                 (b) 
Figure E2 (a) Experimental results with ߝ௒௒ from DIC analysis of the three-point bending 
test on a 0º interface sample at Δ = 0.07 mm. (B) Simulations results from ( ௠ܶ௔௫ = 0.82 
MPa, ݇௡ = 4×10
10 N/m) at Δ = 0.07 mm which showing 	ߪ௒௒ contour. 
 
 
Figure E3 Normal cohesive properties characterization by comparing ݏ௦-Δ plots of the 
simulations of ( ௠ܶ௔௫ = 0.82 MPa, ݇௡ = 4×10
10 N/m) and ( ௠ܶ௔௫ = 0.68 MPa, ݇௡ = 






The shear cohesive properties of the interface were characterized by employing an ENF 
experiment. Figure A4 shows a schematic of the ENF sample where the interface is made 
of FullCure705 (Stratasys Ltd., USA) and the solid part is made of RGD835 (Stratasys 
Ltd., USA). Three ENF samples were 3D printed and subjected to the ENF tests with 0.2 
mm/min displacement rate. Subsequently, the simulations of the ENF tests were 
employed to find ߬௠௔௫ and ݇௧ that best fit the experimental results. The model of ENF 
sample is simplified to be 2D plane strain condition. The solid part and the interface are 
uniformly discretized into 0.1-mm triangular and rectangular elements, respectively.  
The P-Δ response from the simulation results from three sets of cohesive parameters are 
compared with the P-Δ response from each of the three experimental results in Figure 
A5. The three sets of cohesive parameters are (߬௠௔௫ = 0.021 MPa, ݇௧ = 3×10
8 N/m), 
(߬௠௔௫ = 0.031 MPa, ݇௧ = 6×10
8 N/m), and (߬௠௔௫ = 0.050 MPa, ݇௧ = 1×10
9 N/m). The 
comparisons show that each set of the cohesive parameters gives a fairly good match with 
the experiment with ݁ݎݎ௉ = 8.9%, 11.9%, and 11.3% as indicated in Figure A5. 
Moreover, the experimental result at Δ=3.5mm of a sample is shown in Figure A6a and 
the simulation result at Δ=3.5mm is shown in Figure A6b which shows the in-plane shear 
stress (ߪ௑௒) as it is the same direction as the shear mode of the interface. The 
characterization of the shear cohesive properties of the interface gives ߬௠௔௫ = 0.021 – 
0.050 MPa and ݇௧ = 3×10
8 – 1×109 N/m which lead to ܩூூ௖ = 0.735 – 1.250 J/m






Figure E4 ENF experiments for characterizing shear cohesive properties of the interface. 
 
 
Figure E5 Shear cohesive properties characterization by comparing P-Δ plots of the 
simulations of (߬௠௔௫ = 0.021 MPa, ݇௧ = 3×10
8 N/m), (߬௠௔௫ = 0.031 MPa, ݇௧ = 6×10
8 
N/m), and (߬௠௔௫ = 0.050 MPa, ݇௧ = 1×10





               
(b) 
Figure E6 (a) Experimental results of an ENF test at Δ = 3.5 mm. (b) Simulations results 
from (߬௠௔௫ = 0.031 MPa, ݇௧ = 6×10
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